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Senior-tastic
Perfect Posture
Alexander Technique specialist
helps art students correct posture
to improve creativity. Pace 13

Diving Right In

As weather warms up and graduation approaches, senioritis is
sprawling the campus. Giving in
to the 'plague' can be the best
medicine. Page 11

The men's and women's swimming teams both won Colonial
Athletic Association titles this
past week in Fairfax. Page 16

Athletes Meet Community
JMU student athletes visit local
shcools talking about college life,
sports and responsibilities. Page 3

Losing streak?
All 28 teams remain; administration recommends
new scholarship system —12 lose scholarship funding
BY SARAH JONES

senior writer
JMU President Lin wood Rose
and Athletic Director Jeff Bourne
rtvommended on Thursday to
keep all 28 intercollegiate athletic
teams. In order to retain all the
teams, they proposed a two category system of scholarship and
!inii--t holaflhlp programs.
"We have come up with a recommendation that we think really
addresses oui defining characteristic of being comprehensive and
competitive," Bourne said dunng
a press conference following the
recommendation's release.
The recommendation requires
the approval of the Board of
Visitors, which is expected to vote
on the changes March 23.
The 13 programs designated
as category one teams would
receive the maximum number of
full
scholarships
allowed
through NCAA regulations,
while the 15 category two teams
would receive no money for
scholarships.
Bourne said that as a result of
the reallocation of funds,
approximately $640,000 will be
redistributed among category
one teams for scholarships and
other expenses.
Members of the proposed category two teams found the recommendations detrimental to
theirprograms.
"The majority of these 15 teams
are going to be frustrated by the
lack of funding and support that
they will be gone in five to 10
years anyway," said senior
Andrew Lux, captain of the men's
tennis team.
Jimmv Dutrow, a former
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TO DATE ...
DEC. 1999
Centennial Sport*
Committee charged by JMU
President Llnwood Rose

MAY 25, 2000
CSC submits recommendation to eliminate eight
varsity teams to Athletic
Director Jeff Bourne.

NOV. 7, 2000
SGA passes Bill of Opinion
In support of keeping the
eight teams.

NOV. 15, 2000
CSC's recommendation
rslsassd to public. Bourtii
responds to tht
recommendation.
SOS organizes march In
support of saving the eight
teams In question.
Ptcture: match, top left
Picturt: Students rally support on
commons, top right

JAN. 9-10
Bourne holds two
forums to hear concerns
from athletes and other
students about the eight
teams up for elimination.
Picture: President Root at forum,
top center

FEB. 13
Jockappella, a concert
featuring a cappella groups
Is held In Wilson Hall to
rafse support for SOS.
Picture, concert, bottom left
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FEB. 23
Bourne present* administration's recommendation
to retain all 28 varsity
teams, but cut scholarships for 15 teams
Picture: Parents & alumni rally
support for teams in question,
lower center
Picturt: Bourne makes
announcement, bottom right
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FUTURE...
FEB. 28

j

Board of Visitor's Athletic
Committee will hear
administration'! recommendations and comments
from coaches and athletes

i

9

MARCH 23
Athletic Committee will
present recommendations
to board for a final vote.
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wrestler and current undergraduate assistant to the wrestling team
said, "Instead of killing us, they
are starving us."
Female athletes would compose 59 percent of the category
one participants, while male athletes would make up 41 percent.
Only 35 percent of the athletes
proposed for the non-scholarship teams would be female,
whereas 65 percent would be
male athletes.
"These two categories will
have different expectations,"
Bourne said. "One category I
think meets the university's goal
of providing a competitive program. They will be fully funded.
These are programs that we
would have an expectation to be
very competitive, to vie for conference championships, to participate in NCAA postseason play so there is a level of expectation as
far as competition is fairly high
with those [teams].
"Our other sports programs
are going to be participation
based. One of the things we heard
for the past several months from
our student athletes, our alumni
and others was that the opportunity to participate was very, very
important to students, so these
sports would not have any new
scholarships allocated to them."
But trading funding for the
ability to participate fell short of
the goals of the proposed category two teams
"If s not exactly what we were
hoping for," senior gymnast Arm
McGinty said. "They are allowing
us to participate, but they are taking away any chance for us to
competitively participate ... It's
almost like a slow death."
In addition to funding changes,
the recommendation calls for a
reduction of 74 male athletes
from 424 to 350. Female athletes
are proposed to increase by 53
students, from 289 to 342.
These proposed changes will
help bring JMU closer to complv
ing with Tide IX. The changes are
not as drastic as those pmposed
by
the Centennial Sports
Committee, which recommended
the elimination of eight teams
The committee called for cutting
male athletes to 234 and in. [•Being the number of female athletes
to 323.
Both Bourne and Rose emphasized the importance that this
recommendation places on
allowing as many athletes to participate in their respective sports,
even though some will participate at higher levels of competi
tion than others.
"As we examined our roots
and the history of the institution.
we were convinced that partici
set COMMITTEE, pave 4

IMMJ TTAMS SAVU,
12 TEAMS LAME
reams losing scholarships
"•**■*Administration's
Archerv
rBCOmmondatrons
Golf
Gymnastics
Swimming
Tennis
Indoor track
Outdoor track
Cross country
Wrestling
Archery
Fencing
Golf
Gymnastics
Swimming
Tennis

Decisions
on the
horizon
The administration's recoirn
mendalions will bo presented to
the Athletic Committee of die
Board M
Wednesday
it 3 p.m. in Duke \ lull's i.itimer
Shaeffer Theatre. This meeting
will be open to the public, and
coaches and athletes have been
1 to speak.
Athletic Committee Chair1
Pablo
Cuevas
called
Wednesday's meeting to provide
time to hear comments from athletes, coaches, parents,
and other interested
regarding the admin
recommendations before the f
board meeting in March.
Cuevas said Student Government Association
Mark Sullivan and a i
Ity Seruti
have been invited to speak at th
meeting.
The five-member Athletic
Committee will present then
n'commendations to the lull
board March 23 lor ,\ final
All 16 board members,
including non-voting student
representative junior Justin
Markell, are invited to tin'
committee meeting.
|

GenEd review targets humanities courses
BY DWIDCLEMENTSON

staff writer
The General Education
Council
made significant
changes to cluster two, which
will start affecting courses this
summer, at its meeting Friday

iflernooa
We have voted to replace
the four packages in cluster two
I the .iris and humanities cluster]
with an interim tier system,"
Joanne Charbonneau, cluster
two coordinator, reetl "Every
Student still has to take a philoMpNcal historical or cultural
foundation course, plus a fine
art COUrae, plus a literature
course "

Rather than the previous n s»
tern of links and tracks in the
packages, the new system is
composed simply of three tiers,
each with nine classes. Ine three
tiers are "Historical, Cultural,
Philosophical Penpcctivajs,"
"Fine Arts" and "Literature "

New system aims to provide more options
Each tier focuses on one topic
and students have to lake one
three-credit course from each of
the three tiers. Hie pre* lots) ayatem married students to a on
tain package that contained
(ewer course opiums and .1
bmader range of topfcft
"I think it's good tor stu-

dents, it's good tor laculty, and
I think it's also good for ( ieneral
Education, because we responded to a pragmatic need,'
Charbonneau said. "It allows
more freedom and flexibility for
the students."
Although the new structure
does not otter new course's, students should have moreoptforsi
available in tlveir count reta
tion bei.iuse thev will no longer
be locked Into a certain pre kasje
Students already Liking cluster hvo courses may bnvn completing tin' package under the
old umhgurahons of switch to
the tier system, Charbonneau
saJd Cluster two will maintain I
nine-credit requirement.

66
I think it's good for
students, it's good for
faculty... we responded
to a pragmatic need.
— Joanne Charbonneau
cluster two coordinator

"No one's going to lose credits bacaUM it they started in the
old cluster two, .ill the courses
.ire still available, and they can
finish it," Charbonneau said

1 listory professor Louise Loe.
a voting member of the GenEd
Council, said, "It gives (students) more independence. And
at the same time, the courses are
going to be meeting the same
objectives."
Junior Mike Schwieters said,
"After going through the old
-v-teni, I find that it would be
more beneficial for a student to
choose rather than being
n'stneted."
Charbonneau said the council doesn't plan any further
increase to the cluster two
course offerings.
The council approved the
changes for two years, and then
the system w ill Iv reassessed.

"It's an ongoing process,"
Loe said. "It doesn't mean that
they're trying to limit it to two
years."

Overcrowding
change

forces

The council passed the proposal at a meeting I rul.iv afternoon with all but one voting
member supporting the change.
According to the Feb. 15
issue of The Breeze, council
member Violet All.iin. assistant
to the GenEd dean, said faculty
needs to currently affect cluster
two the most of the five GenEd
sections. This problem resulted
-,■■• (ienEI). page 4
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MODAY, FEB. 26

NEWS

Roop 129. e-mail Melissa at hontgmb

* Kappa Pi art and print sate. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Taylor 202, view and purchase art. T-shtrts and posters made by JMU'l prmtmaking students
• Turning Point Globalization Roadshow workshops. 5 to 9 p.m., Taylor
202 and 404
i Adult Degree Program information meeting. 5 30 p.m. can i6624 or
e-mail aOuti-degree program
• Take Back the Night Coalition meeting. 7 to 8 30 p.m, Taylor 400
• Tiding a Career with a B A rxBS in Psychology' symposium,
7 p.m., Zane Showker G6. open to everyone, sponsored by Peer
Advising

TUESDAY, FEB. 27
• Circle K National Service Organization meeting, 6 p.m..

• "Creating the Future .. Women and VMI." 7 p.m., GraAon-Stoval
Theatre, free, hear stones from the nrst female cadets at VMI. call the
Women's Resource Center at x3407

Athletes speak to middle schoolers 3

• Relay for Life Committee meeting, 7 to 6 pm, Maury 204, a-mattf
Melissa at hontgmb

OPINION

Overtones in semifinals

3

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28

House Editorial:
Parking deck at least a step forward 7

• Habitat for Humanity general meeting. 5 to 6 p. m.. Taylor 306. help work
on our mim-builrjng project. e-meJ Shannon at pfnxtm

Spotlight: Who is your favorite
cartoon character''

7

• Campus Assault Response (CARE) meeting. 6:15 p.m.. Taylor 311.
contact Andrea at 437-6636 or mitaa/

Student reflects on life without
his car
By Dan Maurer

7

Darts and Pats

8

• Time management workshop. 7 to 9 p.m. Roop 127, lead by Bebton Parka,
director of leadershp development for the Virgrwa Education Association

LIFESTYLES

POLICE LOG

WEATHER
1EV BONDS
Today
Patrick S Boytek, 19, ot Node*, was (nested and charged with underaged possession of
alcohol and possession ol marijuana Feb. 22 at
11:50pm in Dingledine Hall
While the subject was being investigated tor
the alcohol charge, plant material was reportedly tound on rum.
In other matters, campus police report the following;
Property Damage
• Obscene graffiti was reported on the wall ot
the handicap ramp at Duke Hall on Feb 20 at
9:59 am
• A 1993 Honda was reportedly struck by a
foul ball during a game at Long FiekVMauck
Stadium on Feb 20 at 3:30 p.m.
The ball reportedly caused damage to a
brake light
• A JMU student reported that damage had
been done to the rear tender area of a 1993
Saturn mC1 lot on Feb 19 between 9 a.m. and
12:15 p.m.

Sunny

The estimated damage was reported
at S 1,000

Trespass
• A trespass notice was issued to a subject
known to have been on campus on Feb 20 at
1 06 p.m.
The subject reportedly has outstanding city
warrants and the situation Is under investigation.
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•Into the Woods" review

13

Alexander technique

13

All things literary
By Zak Sallh

13

Grammy recap

14

Style Weekly

14

SPORTS

Sports Weekly

N
M

Fencing

10

Baseball vs. Rider

10

Sports Beat

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to Tha Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2 50 (or the first 10 words. $2 (or each
additional 10 words, boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday (or Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

Men's & women's swimming

10

Sports club of the month

17

Women's tennis vs. Georgetown

17

Men's basketball

18

Blitz Over Easy

18

lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
IT'S YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
4>
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S

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer,

jft

]fe

J£ <fc

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

DVANTAGE REALTY

Jut*.

ANAGEMENT CROUr

—————INC

11

STYLE

Fndey Fob 23.2001

Number of drunk in public charges since Aug
28: 52

"•jKMjgT*
S**on phone numb*.
G1 Anlhony-Seeger Hall
OpiruxVSty*. .3846
MSC 6805
News «6699
James Madison University
Focus: x6729
Harrison burg. Virginia 22807
Sports KO709
Phone: (540|56*6127
Fan: (540) 56M736
PholorOrtphloj «8749
E-Mail address: the_ bweio@/mu edu
■■MM Ntt firtp/Wwwifleoreeze.orr;
Buelrwu/Technolocjy
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Coordinator
Susan Shrfflett. «8069
Anoje McWhortei
Donna Dunn

10

Targeting senioritis

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

Advertising
Executives:
Brandt Duncan
Melissa Forrest
Melissa Reynolds
TimRrtz
Jennifer Tiflow
AnneWhiBey

Acting Out

FOCUS

Tuesday

Judicial Charges
• A JMU student was ludicially charged for
drug policy, alcohol and non-compliance with
an officer's request on Feb 22 at 11:50 p.m.

INFORMATION

10
10

High 56 Low 38

Pttty Larceny
• A white male suspect reportedly stole a gray
cloth swivel chair from the tront ot Zane
Showker Hall on Feb. 22 at 12:30 p.m
The situation is reportedly under investigation.

The Bmze is published Monday and Thursday morning. »nd distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harmonourg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco, editor

Horoscopes
Crossword

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
' An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

Qt (540)432-9502

www.oldemillvillage.com
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L Sweet

victory

The Overtones take first
place in regional a cappclla
competition and prepare for
semifinals next month
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"We pride ourselves on our
presentation. We feel it is the
key element to our style."
BETHANY GILLAN

junior
m below

Overtones to travel to Duke
for harmonious competition
A cappella group beats out former national champs, advances to semifinals
BY JORDAN HOLT

contributing writer
The harmonizing voices of one of JMU's a cappella groups will
compete in the semifinals of the International Championship of
Collegiate a cappella next month.
On March 23 the Overtones perform at Duke University in
Durham, N. G in hopes of claiming the tournament's South region
semifinal title and a trip to the national finals in New York City on
April 28.
"It was really an exciting night for us," Overtones president senior Tyler Hansen said.
The Overtones placed first out of five groups in the South
region's quarterfinals Jan. 28 in Williamsburg.
The Overtones beat out several groups, including the 19%
national champions the Loreleis, from the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill and JMU's Madison Project, which finished
second and third respectively.
In the semifinals, the Overtones will face stiff competition from
schools including William & Mary, Vanderbilt University, Troy State
University, UNC-Chapel Hill and the University of Virginia.
The group is tinkering with the idea of changing the songs they
will perform, Hansen said. In Williamsburg, they sang the Bangles'
"Manic Monday," the Dixie Chicks' "You Were Mine" and Savage
Garden's "I Want You." A medley of Aerosmith tunes may replace
the Bangles number.
Groups are allowed 15 minutes to perform and are judged by
three or five individuals with a cappella experience.
Judging is based on musicality and performance.
"We pride ourselves on our presentation," said junior Bethany
Gillan, Overtones member and business manager. "We feel it is the
key element to our style. It is also the most important part of the
judging, I think around 75 percent."
The competition is not divided based on gender. The Overtones,
who had 15 members at the competition, eight male and seven
female, had beaten the all-female Loreleis.
One group will advance from each region's semifinal to compete
for the national championship in New York, four The winner will
be awarded $1,000 and the runner's up will receive $500.
"We're really proud of what we have achieved and would like
JMU to know about what we've done," Hansen said. "Perhaps
phoios courier,- of BETHANY GILLAN we'll even get a few supporters to come see us at the next level
The Overtones performing In senior Jeff Vanagt' house In Connecticut on last year's Spring Break Tour.
of competition."

JMU athletes
volunteer at
local schools
BY EMILY LAYTON

contributing writer
JMU athletes began to visit local public schools last week as
part of a volunteer program designed to assist younger students while increasing awareness in JMU athletic programs.
The "Athletes Meet the Community Program" is the product
of a joint effort between the Life Skills committee and the
Student-Athlete-Advisory-Council (SAAC).
"The goal of this project is two-fold. First, we want to provide a resource to our surrounding community. Second, we
want to show the community what being a student athlete at
JMU is all about," Life Skills coordinator Kurt Johnson said.
The program began Feb. 20 and is scheduled to last through
the end of March. Before its conclusion, all of JMU's varsity
sports teams and approximately 12 of the local schools will
have participated.
The athletes said they felt good about helping out in the
community because the interest that the students showed was
rewarding. This sort of reciprocal relationship, where both
groups benefit, is the goal of the "Athletes Meet the
Community Project."
Individual sports teams have signed up at elementary, middle and high schools to cither read aloud or speak with students
about college, athletics, drugs and alcohol.
Verizon's Literacy Program Grant, given to JMU's Life Skills
program, has helped to suppor the Division of Athletics and
thus has helped JMU athletes to become involved in the local
Read Across America Program. Verizon, the communications
company that was created upon the merging of Bell Atlantic
and GTE, supports many programs that promote literacy. The
Division of Athletics said they plan to try and impact the community with the support of Verizon.
"Because Harrisonburg is such a small community, JMU has
a big impact," said junior Andrew Lux, chair of the SAAC
and tennis team captain. "We are conducting these service
projects to show that we care and (to) gain some recognition for
the smaller sports at JMU."
As part of the program, the men's tennis team visited
Montevideo Middle School in Penn Laird Tuesday where they
presented "What It Takes to Be a Student Athlete."
The seven representatives from the team spoke about how
they deal with their daily schedules, time management, prioritizing, dorm life and scholarships.
Lux said, "As student athletes, we are encouraged to support
the idea that school comes first, then sports and then having fun
after that."
A teacher at the middle school and JMU alumni, Fran
Gustafson, (75) said the "Athletes Meet the Community
Program" has proven very beneficial to the younger students.
In hearing what the athletes have to say, "They (the middle
schoolers] realize that there is more than their own little world,"
Gustafson said.
Also on Tuesday, the women's and men's track teams visited
Spotswood High School for a PE./Story Time program (or dfcabled children and the women's and men's golf team-, visited
Waterman Elementary School in Harrisonburg for a read aloud
program On VXWnesday, archery and cheerleading visited John
C. Myers Elementary School for Community Reader's Day.
Future programs include a reading program at Elkton
Elementary School and a prorgram about the transition from
high school to college at Harrisonburg High School.
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Tommy Nail, 21, Is a peace studies student at the University of North Texas. He often volunteers to help the homeless In Dallas.

University peace studies
program picks up pace
by faith, said Poe, a Quaker who said his
religion's pacifist beliefs have influenced
his career. He spends one or two class
DENTON, Texas — Peace doesn't just hap- periods discussing the basic tenets of the
pen, says Steve Poe. There are reasons peace major world religions.
Peace is a personal subject because war
ends and violence begins, resulting in world
wars, ethnic cleansing, chemical warfare and conflict have very personal roots, said
Clovis Momsson, a retired professor of
and assassinations.
Students in Poe's peace studies classes at political science who heads UNT's peace
the University of North Texas learn about studies program advisory board.
"The suppression of human rights is the
conflicts around the world and why the)1
happen — and also what factors can com- biggest cause of conflicts around the
world," Morrisson said, noting that relibine to bring peace
"The first day of class, students really gious conflicts also have a big role. "We
don't know what to expect," Poe said. have also found that democracy handles
"Many of them have visions of '60s hip- stresses and strains better than any other
pies and radicals. But we're much broader form of government."
While the prospect of world peace can
than that "
For sophomore Julian Gagnon, studying seem remote, those who study the subject
believe that peace is the normal state of
peace is about action as well as academics.
"My dad was a political activist, and that affairs in the world today.
"Think about it: How could we have
got me started early," he said. "One day. 1
hope my life is all about activism and help- airline systems, international trade and
international tourism every day of the
ing the world find peace."
Gignon is one of ten students in UNT's year without mostly peace out there?"
10-year-old program, which expanded to said George Lopez, director of policy
studies at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for
become an official minor last fall.
"We would like to grow and nurture the International Peace Studies at Notre
minor and add a ma|or in the very near Dame, one of the best-known peace studfuture," Poe said. Students would major in ies programs in the country.
"Many of us believe that the world's
international studies with an emphasis in
norm is peace, with large-scale disturbances
peace studies.
Still, the UNT program is the largest in on occasion."
So how do students translate their studthe state and one of 180 at universities
worldwide. (Rice University in Houston has ies into jobs?
Most work for nonprofit agencies and
the only other Texas program.) The course
of study includes political science, history, relief organizations, according to professors. Others work for government agenanthropology, economics and sociology.
Religion plays a role, too. While some cies, such as the Peace Corps or the state
students are secular, many are motivated department, or private companies who
BY ANNETTE FULLER

Knight-Ridder newspapers

work in countries around the world.
At Notre Dame, professors talk to students about transforming regular careers
into "peace" careers, Lopez said.
"I'm still convinced the best peace career
is being an elementary teacher in a major
U.S. city," he said. "They are molding people right at the forefront."
Tommy Nail, 21, a peace studies minor at
UNT, looks the part of a 1960s hippie, with
strands of pink-dyed hair and several piercings on his face.
"I have chosen a course of study that
will allow me to change Ihe world," said
Nail, who spends many Saturdays feeding the homeless in downtown Dallas. "I
think many people see me as an extremist,
but it's not me who is extreme. It's
extreme to poison people's water supply
... or to treat undeveloped countries like
slaves for the perpetuation of Western
over-consumption."
He hopes to work for a nonprofit peace
or relief agency one day
"I truly don't care about money; if I
make a little, that's great," he said,
adding that he never wants to own a car
and prefers riding a bike. "If I'm not
actively helping society, what's the purpose of my life?"
Poe said not all of his students are pacifists. Some even have military backgrounds
and have seen conflict up close.
Poe said his father's experiences in
World War II and the Korean War led to his
early fascination with conflict and peace.
"He was in Dachau nol long after it was
liberated," Poe said. "He talked about the
awful smell and the bones ... It made a
major impression on me."
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Committee recommends GenEd overhaul
spawns review;
sports scholarship cuts Overcrowding
increases package options
from COMMITTEE, page 1
potion was very important —
thai is what has characterized
our {athletic] program," Rose
said. "But we also recognized
that we do have sports that provide substantial public recognition for the institution — that
we need to adequately support
these programs as well."
The 13 teams proposed for
category one include men's
football, basketball, soccer and
baseball and women's Softball,
basketball, volleyball, lacrosse,
field hockey, soccer, indoor and
outdoor track and cross country. While the 15 category two
teams, those not receiving
scholarship aid, would include
men's archery, golf, gymnastics,
swimming and diving, tennis,
indoor and outdoor track,
wrestling and cross country
The recommended women's
teams for category two are
archery, fencing, golf, gymnastics, swimming and diving and
tennis
This recommendation replaces the Centennial Sports
Committee's recommendation
made last May. Under the new
recommendations all the toUM
are kept but more teams are
affected financially.
The teams that were not originally mentioned in the
Centennial Sports Committee's
report thai will be affected by
the new recommendation are
women's swimming, tennis and
golf and men's golf, indoor and

outdoor track and cross country. teams. Bourne said. A method
"Now we have the haves and for addressing this issue has
the have nots," wrestling coach not been determined.
Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer said "Now
But replacing scholarships
instead of having eight disen- with fund raising will not meet
chanted teams there are 15."
the current needs of the teams
Currently, 12 of the 15 rec- slated for category two.
ommended non-scholarship
"I'm a coach not a fund raisteams receive scholarship er," women's swimming coach
money from JMU (archery and Gwynn Evans said. "If my
fencing receive no support team was to do more fund raisfrom the university for scholar- ing than we already do, last
ships). The university will con- year we raised $42,000, it
tinue to honor
would
take
66
scholarships
away
from
that student athacadeI'm a coach, not a their
letes on these
mics and or
teams are curtheir
swimfund raiser.
rently receiving
ming."
until their eligi— Gwynn Evans Bowyer said,
bility runs out or
women's swimming coach "Without
a
they graduate
doubt, we will
from JMU
no longer be
While many
* th
competitive."
7
'
While
the
teams are not
fully funded under the current administration's recommendaoperations of JMU athletics, tion doesn't meet the 1 percent
women's tennis receives five proportionality required to be
scholarships, and men's and in compliance with Title IX,
women's swimming and div- Bourne said the 50-50 split
ing both receive seven scholar- between male and female athships. Men's indoor and out- letes on fully funded teams
door track and cross country should satisfy the Office of
give out 10 scholar-hips Most Civil Right's interpretation.
Under the administration's
of the other teams recommended for category two can now proposal, male athletes on cateaward athletic grants.
gory one teams account for 51
Category two teams would percent of scholarships awardbe permitted to raise funds in ed and female participants
order to offer scholarships to account for 49 percent.
potential recruits. But due to
"This plan brings us closer to
Title IX restrictions, the funds compliance with Title IX,"
would need to be divided even- Boumesaid. "Asa matter of fact,
ly between men's and women's when you consider overall par-
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Not a knee-jerk reaction
These changes have been
months in the making.
"(Last semester] we saw that
there were real problems with
the number of students admit-
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564-0461 (Rt. 33)
432-1386 (Rt. 42)

Open 7 days a week

Purple Dawg Pizza
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Carryout and Delivery Midnight to 3am

5 Bedroom Loft

Hunters Ridge

2 Large 16"
1 Topping Pizzas
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in much overcrowding in
duster two courses.
"Right now cluster two is
in the worst shape," said
sophomore Dianna Schwartz,
the student member on the
cluster
two committee.
"There's people sitting on
radiators, people sitting on
sinks |in these classes)."
The change to three tiers
with nine class options in
each is expected to provide a
greater choice of available
courses, Charbonneau said.
Students will have more control over what classes they
can take while staying on
track to finish the cluster
requirements
"The reason we came to
this is that we didn't have
enough seats in cluster two
[classes]."
Charbonneau
said. "We had a 1,200-seat
deficit for the fall because of
the way the courses were
linked. So it was impossible
to keep going with those
configurations with the four
Mptnto packages.
"So this allows students to
take the nine credits and still
have the broad-based liberal
arts foundation."

ted to JMU plus the transfer
students and the numbers of
faculty we had, and we were all
struggling to see how we could
keep offering those link-ed
p.n-kages," Charbonneau said.
The number of freshmen
increased by 176 students this
year. GenEd has faced an
overall increase of more than
1.2111 students since it began
in 1997.
"Finally we got to the point
where we said 'Look, starting
in the fall of 2001. we're going
to be 1300 seats short,'"
Charbonneau said. "Working
on the fall scheduling was the
breaking point. I think the crisis occurred this semester.
There was no way we could
continue doing the link courses this way."
She said the changes were
first discussed last semester by
heads
of
departments
involved with cluster two.
They submitted proposed
changes to the cluster two
committee, which passed a
recommendation to GenEd .
Dean Linda Halpern.
This
recommendation
called for cluster two requirements to increase to 15 credits.
Halpern suggested that the
requirements remain at nine,
which the cluster two committee reviewed and agreed on
earlier this year.
The committee issued this
revised recommendation to
the council, which passed
Friday.

Buy 6 bagels '
get 2 free [

By Appt. Only • 370 Neff Ave. • 433-6270

|

from GenEd. page 1
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bcipataon by student athletes it
moves our participation close to
50 percent for males and 50 percent for females. Our scholarship
allocations as a result of this
would be within 1 percentage
point of our participation numbers. Trial is important because
with today's interpretation of
Title IX you must have no greater
than a 1 percent variance."
In addition to category two
teams losing the university's
support for scholarship money,
their annual operating budgets
will be reduced. Bourne estimated a $60,000 annual reduction in operating budgets for
the category two teams. This
cut will happen gradually over
the next five years. These funds
will be placed into category one
teams' operating budgets and
scholarship funds.
"Some of the travel expenses
will also be eliminated for category two sports," he said. "We
would expect them to compete
more regionally rather than
nationally."
Bourne said part of his goal
during the recommendation
process was to "create fair and
equitable treatment for all student athletes."
Lux said, "[The recommendation] completely violates
their goal of comprehensive
and competitive because we
(category two teams) are not
going to be. The division will be
between the good athletes and
the ones that are going to get
laughed at."

(Limited A vailability)

$11.99
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1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

438-9620
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Mon.-Fri. 11-8 p.m.
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Call for directions.
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'Last Breakfast'
draws complaints

Scientists developing
male contraceptive pill

BY OSCAR AVILA

BY SHANE SCARA

Chicago Tribune

Daily Mississippian

the article, that stated: "Please remove this picture from your exhibit It is ridiculing the Last
A painting that uses Toucan Sam, Cap'n Supper of Our Lord, Jesus Christ!"
Crunch and other breakfast favontes as figures in
I Vt/mr sint hr never received any coma parody of Leonardo da Vinci's religious mas- plaints when he exhibited the work in Lakeview
terpiece "The Last Supper" is causing an uproar and Lincoln Park.
in Schaumburg, III.
The painting is part of his 13-work collection
More than 100 callers have complained since called "Corporate Sacrilege," which also includes
"The Last Pancake Breakfast" went on display Jesus on a Wheaties box, Mickey and Minnie
Friday at the Chicago Athenaeum. The work fiw Mouse in the Garden of Eden, and the Pillsbury
hires cartoon characters partaking of pancakes Doughboy on a crucifix, being poked in the belly
and orange juice. Mrs. Butterworth, of syrup by the hand of Cod.
fame, fills the role of )esus.
Detzner said "The last Pancake Breakfast" is
Critics say the work is blasphemous, and the
"the most innocuous of the whole bunch" and
debate provides an offbeat
called the criticism surprising.
echo of a controversy in New
_ He intends for his work to
York, where an art museum is
show how corporate icons can
displaying a photographic
What I'm going after is create visceral reactions as
version of "The Last Supper"
intense as religious icons.
with a nude woman as Jesus.
not religion, it's
"If anything, I would have
Athenaeum officials see a
expected to hear from the
advertising.
bright side to the local outcry
companies I'm lampoon"Anytime you can create a
— nieLnetmpr in^-" Detzner said. "What
rm Roing a,tcr is not re,i
discourse that gives people
Si gion,
*
something stimulating to talk
it's advertising."
about, it's a good thing," Julie
5)
The Rev. Phil Horrigan,
Reichert-Marton, director of
director of environment and
administration for the museum, said Tuesday.
art for the Archdiocese of Chicago, said he was
Reichert-Marton said she respects the criti- amused, not offended, by "The Last Pancake
cism, and acknowledged that organizers briefly BreakfaM
considered moving the painting out of the main
But Horrigan, who helps decide what artexhibit. But on Tuesday, officials reaffirmed their work is appropriate for liturgical settings, said
commitment to keeping the painting on display he understands why some Catholics find the
at the Athenaeum.
painting disturbing.
"The Last Pancake Breakfast," by Chicago
"My devotion and faith are bigger than any
artist Dick Detzner, is one of more than 60 single piece of art," he said.
works by emerging artists in an exhibit called
The Schaumburg exhibit went on display the
"Art Scene Chicago." Most of the complaints same day that the Brooklyn Museum of Art
came before the exhibit's opening, when a began showing "Yo Mama's last Supper," by
suburban newspaper ran a photo of the photographer Renee Cox. Mayor Rudolph
painting.
Giuliani of New York City and a conservative
Sixteen Catholic parishioners from the north- Catholic organization called that work "antiwest suburbs submitted a petition, with a copy of Catholic."

University of Mississippi scientists are
working to develop a safe contraceptive pill
for men.
Mitchell Avery, a University of Mississippi
professor of chemistry and medicinal chemistry, and Theresa Johnson, a third-year grad
student of chemistry from Twin Cities, Minn.,
are attempting to develop a compound capable
of killing sperm cells without affecting other
parts of the body.
Ideally, they will develop a safe alternative
to the steroid-based compounds on which
most research has focused.
Lactate dehydrogenase, a compound
found throughout the body, is essential to cell
energy production. Johnson is attempting to
inhibit only the lactate dehydrogenase in the
sperm cells, thus rendering the male temporarily sterile.
Johnson intends to produce a compound
that is reversible and can stop sperm without
affecting other body tissue and organs.
"If you could somehow stop sperm you
would have a contraceptive," Johnson said.
"But at the same time you don't want to affect
any other tissues including the testes. All signs
point to the process being reversible. If it isn't
reversible that is unacceptable and we'll have
to do further research."
Johnson, who works closest with the project, said she has had some success.
"We've found compounds that are active as
inhibitors, but they are not selective," Johnson
said. "So, instead of being able to inhibit lactate
dehydrogenase in the sperm and testes it
would do it systemically (throughout your
body), which is not acceptable."
The male contraceptive research is
Johnson's Ph.D. project for which she has
worked six years.
The research was going on under Avery

$

3" a Foot

before Johnson began her study.
"It is a project that was started a while ago,"
Johnson said. "I'm not the first person who has
worked on this."
Johnson's research involves computer technology The software most often used is Sybyl
by Tripos and Associates.
'To design these compounds we've been
using computer-aided drug design," Johnson
said. "We model the lactate dehydrogenate
system on the computers. We use that information to design the compounds. Then we
synthesize them in the lab, and then we test
them."
At the end of this semester, Johnson will
graduate. Avery will continue the research
with other graduate students or post-doctoral
researchers.
Male contraception has been a research
topic for over 30 years. With the introduction of
the birth control pill for women, the idea was
put aside.
The World Health Organization has made it
a priority because of concerns about overpopulation in developing countries.
"Male contraception doesn't have as
much chance for commercial success as
other products," Johnson said. "It becomes
a social issue: Will men use a contraceptive
agent? I don't have to worry about that
though. Mine is the science not the social
issue."
Johnson hopes to move to the next step —
tests on animals — soon. In the next couple
weeks, Avery and Johnson will test a group of
compounds in test tubes. If the results are good
then they can proceed.
"I feel (this research) is important because
there is definitely concerns that the world popIllalJan mm to be increasing at an alarming
rate," Johnson said. "And any compound that
would help to limit the population growth
would be helpful."

4pm - Midnight
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It looks like
you're in luck!
Stoke Clinic
Mar. 20,8 pm
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Register by Mar. 19

Top Rope
Climbing Clinic
Mar. 20,6 pm
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533 University Blvd ■ 574-3072
1825 S. Main St -574-3178

Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?

Register by Mar. 20

Nutrition Fair
Mar. 21
4:30 pm - 7 pm

Consider JoiningOur Team!
'

Where's the "Aid"
) in ErgonomicAids?
1

Mar. 14,7pm ^

Listed programs are
Wellness Passport Events.
For more information call x8700 or
visilwww.jmu.edu/recreation

JMU Computing Support is now hiring for
Summer/Fall 2001. Interviews for the
following positions:
•
•
•
•

HelpDesk Consultants
General Lab Assistants
Training Office Assistants
Operations Assistant

Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours
Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at
http://www.jmu.edu/computing/labs/apps/
Applications are due by Sunday, 3/18/01. Note: we may be
interviewing as the applications come in, so get yours in early!
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College News
Bill would require Texas college
students to volunteer
College students in Texas could be lining up lo
serve soup to the homeless, to crusade Tor the
disenlranchised or to coach children at Boys &
Girls Clubs
A bill that the state House Higher Education
Committee approved this week would require all
students at state universities to do 28 hours ol
unpaid public service in one semester to earn
their dploma
Rep Pete Galktgo (D-Alpine) said he drew up
the proposal because he believes that students
should leave college with a better sense of citizenship and community spirit.
Lessons learned from giving to the community
can't be taught in a classroom, he said.
The committee sent HB 791 to the House on
Tuesday with a favorable recommendation.
But some students and legislators said volunteerism has to be just that — voluntary.
"You can't force people to be socially conscious." said Blythe Wlnbutii. 22, a student at
the University of Texas at Austin.
UT sophomore Larry Chauvfn. 19, said many
student organizations already require community
service In his fraternity, pledges are required to
complete 40 hours, he said, and active members
12 hours a semester
"Forcing people may make them less eager to
do it and may create tension." Chauvin said
Wednesday while passing out fliers encouraging
students to vote.
Nationally, some private high schools and
universities have started requiring public
service.
The bill would require students to complete the
community service under the supervision of a
nonprofit organization, government entity or other
group that benefits "needy or deserving individuals or the public." Each university would monitor
and coordinate the program through a public
service office.
The requirement would appty to students who
enroll after Sept. 1.
The bill would let students choose where to
volunteer.
"ft a student doesn't agree with the ACLU, that
student doesn't volunteer for the ACLU," Gallego
said "II a student doesn't agree with the

Conservative Coalition, then that student doesn't
volunteer for the Conservative Coalition."
Committee members who heard testimony on
the bill Tuesday raised concerns that some students who work their way through college may
not have time to meet an extra requirement.
UT-Austin student Lacy Thlbodeaux, 21. said
it would be hard for her because she works and
is married.
"Even though it would be really beneficial to the
community, it would be hard to fit into my schedule," she said.
Rep D.R. "Tom" Uher. (D-Bay City) said volunteensm should come Irom within a person.
"You do this on your own initiative; you don't do
it because the state of Texas with its police powers says you will do this." said Uher. who voted
against sending the bill to the House. The six
other members at the hearing voted for it.
In Texas, with thousands of college students
contributing community service, "you could
rebuild a city," Gallego said.
To me, we all have a debt to the community
that formed us." he said

Student puts his undies up for sale
How much money would you pay for a pair of
your favorite celebrity's underwear?
How about John Freyer's underwear? All he
wants is a dollar.
01 course, that's not the only product Freyer is
pushing The University of Iowa graduate student
is sending several hundred of his possessions up
the river as part of an experimental project, which
asks the question, "What happens to your possessions when they are no longer your possessions?"
Freyer's aim with the project, which he
launched in October, is to track each item he
sells, and chronicle the new owner's relationship
with the item versus his own. He is asking all winning bidders of his items, up for bid at online auction house eBay, to provide updates on any items
they acquire.
"I am also keeping track of where all my stuff is
going on a huge waH map," he writes on the project's Web site, aUmyliteforsale com "I am planning on visiting some of my Me wherever it ends
up — maybe at your house."
Hems that have sold include a two-volume

Oxford English Dictionary ($183.52), which
Freyer picked up at a yard sale and used only
once; a pair of false teeth ($27) Freyer used as a
child, now on display alongside other items at the
university; and a tropical fish shirt ($51.50), which
needs no explanation.
Freyer has had less luck trying to sell his
underwear, or his $433 66 gas bill for January.
No bidders have come forward for the underwear, and the gas bill has struck out on two separate occasions.

diverse student body.
The ruling means public schools in most
Western states, the area covered by the 9th
Circuit, can continue to use affirmative-action
programs. In Washington and California, they
cannot, however, because voters banned such
policies
Attorney David Burman. who is representing
the UW. said it could take several months
before the high court decides whether to hear
the case.

Supreme Court asked to hear law
school suit

Notre Dame to build Regis Philbin
Studio Theater

The U.S. Supreme Court has been asked to
decide a key question in a discrimination lawsuit
against the University of Washington Law
School.
Three applicants, who said they were denied
admissions because they are white, have asked
the high court to rule on whether achieving a
diverse student body is a reason to justify racial
preferences.
If the court hears the case and rejects the
diversity justification, it could cast doubt on affirmative action nationwide, saxl Curt Levey of the
Center for Individual Rights, a Washington. DCbased nonprofit law firm representing the three
applicants
In December, a three-judge panel of the 9th
US Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the
school acted legally when it used race as a factor
in a now-abandoned admissions policy. The
appeals court is consxlenng whether a full panel
of judges should hear the case.
the lawsuit was brought by Katurla Smith,
Angela Rock and Michael Pyle. who say the
law school subjected them to more-rigorous
admissions standards than it did minority
applicants.
The three applied before the 1998 passage
of state Initiative 200, which outlawed racial
preferences in admissions and hiring by state
agencies
In its December ruling, the appellate court
cited the U.S. Supreme Court's 1978 Bakke
vs. University of California decision that race
could be used as one of many factors in
admissions when there is a compelling interest
for such preferences, such as creating a

Excellent summer job for students. $10.00 per hour to pack and load boxes of files May 14
through July 20. Must be 18 years-old. literate, able-bodied, and able to repeatedly lift 30 lbs.
Must have high school diploma or GED. Criminal background check and fingerprinting will
be required Drug screen is required of those who pass background check. To obtain application materials, please contact: Lisa Fitzgerald in Human Resources at 434-7075 between
1:00 pm and 4:30 pm or e-mail: lmf@sei-inc.com. An EOE/AA Employer
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Fri Mar. 2: John Scofield ml Yves Jean Band $12 adv

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
It's not to early to start looking!

Are you feeling
overwhelmed,
stressed about where
to live next

Notre Dame University did not pass the fastest
finger round, did not answer any questions correctly, and dxlnt even consxler using its lifelines
And Regis Philbin handed the university a $2.75
million check anyway.
The television personality, famously for his role
as host of the ABC game show "Who Wants to
be a Millionaire," made the donation Tuesday to
his alma mater, which plans to spend the money
toward the creation of a studio theater in Philbin's
name
The Regis Philbin Studio Theater, to be completed in 2003 as part of the planned DeBartolo
Center for the Performing Arts, will stage presentations and performances by the university's film,
television and theatre departments
'Regis Philbin is not only one of Notre
Dame's most recognized graduates, he also is
among our most generous," said Notre Dame
President Edward Malloy at a news conference Tuesday. "With his time, talent and
resources, Regis has made numerous contributions to the university and our surrounding
community. We are most appreciative of this
latest gift, which will do much to enhance our
growing commitment to and reputation in the
dramatic arts."
The $50 million center will also house, among
other facilities, a movie theater, a stage theater
and a 900-seat concert hall.
Phibin, who also hosts "Live! With Regis and
Kelly," graduated from Notre Dame in 1953

1501 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
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Tuesday 27th
Jimmy O' 10p.m.

Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
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TopiC: Who is your
favorite Cartoon
character and why?
"P-p-p-porky Pig
because he makes
it cool t-t-t-to
have a s-s-sslutter."

Luke Amann

HOUSE

sophomore, psychology
Fat
Albert,
because he ain't no
jive-lurkey-suckapunk-pig-muthawoo-woo."

r

Jacob Clemens
junior, life sciences
Pepe le Peu,
because he's the
king
of
perseverance.

M
Meredith Smith
junior, occupational therapy
"I've always had a
crush on Batman."

ft
^-»

Krista Steckman
freshman, business
Scooby
Doo,
because
I've
always wanted to
solve mysteries
with the Harlem
Globetrotters."

Peter Kurtz
sophomore, biology
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Parking deck at least a step forward
It's finally becoming a reality.
After more than a year of delays,
which pushed back its completion
date further and further, it was once
thought that no solid foundation
would be found. Next semester,
however, we will finally have a completed parking deck behind Bridgeforth Stadium.
Yes, graduating seniors who paid
astronomically high parking prices
with the promise of alleviated parking
problems won't get to use the deck,
won't even get to see it completed, but
that is a small price to pay for the sanity of future drivers.
And yes, the new five-level parking
deck looks slightly out of place tucked
into the picturesque setting of Newman Lake, Greek Row and Bridgeforth
Stadium, but at least it's a good location, right? Students who have classes
at Zane Showker or on the Quad and
park in the new garage will only be a
five-minute walk away from both
prime class locations. So the new parking garage is the solution to the long
hated parking issue both faculty and
students have been looking for for
years, right? Maybe.
As is often the case with |MU, a step
forward usually carries with it a step
back. While commuting students will

gain another 297 spots starting next
semester with three levels of the parking deck designated to them, they will
also lose three parking lots in the Village area. Lots C-6, C-7 and C-8 will
all be converted to resident parking
lots by the fall, to compensate on-cam-

-u
As is often the case with
JMU, a step forward
usually carries with it a
step back.
J5—
pus students.
This comes on the heels of last year's
change of parking lot R-l (formerly Xlot), a popular lot for off-campus drivers, from a commuter lot to a resident
lot. However, do on-campus students
need the C-6, C-7 and C-8 lots if they
already have the enormous R-l lot?
How many on-campus students have
cars, especially in the Village, which is
predominantly comprised of freshmen

CIRCUS AMERICANA

who can't have cars anyway. And do
on-campus students really need
their cars right next to them? Many
on-campus students have little need
to go off campus. Couldn't the Village parking lots better serve offcampus students?
Certainly, there are some positive
benefits of the parking deck that should
be pointed out. The first is, of course,
that commuter students will gain a couple hundred new parking spots, even if
they are losing lots in the Village area.
And now Saturday afternoons during
football season won't be the debacle
they often are with many fans being
able to park in the deck right behind
the stadium.
But perhaps more importantly,
this may be a step forward in making South Main Street safer for students and drivers. Currently, many
students who have classes on the
Quad park in in C-l (the gravel lot
across from Anthony-Seeger).
Maybe now some of these students
will park in the garage, so there
won't be as many students crossing
South Main Street.
Yes, it may be late, and it may not be
an absolute solution to JMU's parking
problems, but it's a step in the right
direction, which is a good step indeed.

DAN MAURER

Student reflects on life without his car
So I'm driving down the had turned up most of my priroad the other day and I'm
vate treasure ... all except for
gazing outside my rolledthat dam roll of T.P.
down window, letting the
On days in which I find
unseasonably warm breeze hit myself a little "off balance" I
my face and I'm thinking, find it — as I'm sure most of
"Wow, what a great afteryou do too — hard to concennoon." Suddenly, my hood detrate. It was unfortunate that 1
latches and violently collides had an economics exam that
with my windshield, marking
very same day. For those of
the end of my "happy day"
you out there who have
and launching me down the endured an economics course,
path to financial ruin luckily,
you understand when I say
the windshield didn't shatter
my "production possibility
upon impact, and yours truly curve" was well below my
was able lo pull off to the side norm, causing me to wander
of the road before I violently around in a
collided with an 18-wheeler.
less-than••
This was just the latest in a
dynamic sru••
series of unfortunate mishaps
and bad experiences I've blunmorning
dered into like a 21st century resulting
Odysseus, hopelessly trying to me forgetting
make it through the spring half the inforwithout getting myself killed.
mation I had
The "Yawning Hood Inci- crammed into
dent"— as I'm calling it — was
my head the
only the latest event in a peri- night before.
od of about a week ana a half
Now that I
in which I suffered (suffered, think about, I'm convinced
mind you) through an endless that we have limited storage
stnng of bad luck.
capacity in our brains, and that
First (these aren't in any excess economics I
had
particular order of serious- devoured pushed all my useness), there was the Bermudaful,
day-to-day,
practical
Apartment effect — I woke up
know-how out my left ear and
one recent Wednesday morninto the void.
ing and I could not, no matter
Needless to say, the exam
how hard I scratched my head
didn't go well. My fragile ego
in bemused silence, locate anyfelt beaten when I got a belowthing that I had previously
the-already-low-class-average
attached any modicum of score. That hasn't happened
importance to. My keys, drisince freshman year, when I
ver's license, the extra mil of spent more rime waiting in
Downey, the remote control,
line to get my laundry done
the last of my plastic spoon
than I did actually studying
collection I had swiped from
Now this wouldn't have been
Dukes, my favorite 12 cent BIC so bad, had it not been for the
ballpoint pen were all missing.
fact that I had two other exams
I was basically wandering that week. One was set for that
around my apartment in boxFriday, and I was planning on
ers and three-year-old flip
using my time wisely in that
flops with a look of stunned
space of two days when, again,
incomprehension — my world
an unfortun.itc mishap prehad suddenly gone awry, helvented it. This time it was an
ter-skelter, off-center, cockunfortunate low-speed collieyed.
sion between my car and the
After an hour, my search
back-end of a large, solidly

por

built, pick-up truck. I was driving on South Main Street
after class on Thursday, when I
started to come to a stop at the
light in front of Kinko's — I
looked to my left, heard the
banshee-like squeal of terror
coming from my female passenger, looked back to the
front, and saw the glossy metal
rear bumper approaching a little too quickly. Crunch. All in
all, not a terrible accident —
his truck wasn't even dented
because it's built like an
Abrahms tank, whereas my
car lost part
of the right
blinker,
crumbled
the front of
the
hood
and pushed
the framework of the
engine block
in
about
four inches,
mostly
because my car is built of
finely crafted Bulgarian plastic and Elmer's Glue. That
was Thursday.
On Friday I took the exam I
didn't study for — I was too
busy playing phone-tag with
my parents, the insurance
company, an auto body shop
and Dr. Kevorkian. Fortunately, -it that time the hood was
still latched shut, and the
engine itself was perfectly fine,
so the car was dnvable. And
drive it I did ... right into my
favorite parking spot on campus the next morning — a
place that had been heretofore
devoid of parking attendants
making their rounds during
that particular time. Of course,
as I come back (mm class that
day thinking all is well with
the world, I see one of those little yellow envelopes on my
windshield. They had picked
that day to start ticketing my
only safe parking haven on
campus. Result: I vow to never

that Now that I think about it,
I'm convinced we have
limited storage capacity in
our brains...
_5,_

drive to campus again, in stoic
protest of JMU not having
completed the parking deck
on schedule.
Now let me tell a truism:
not having a car sucks. Especially after having one all year
long, I feel stranded at the'
mercy of the Harrisonburg bus
system and the attitudes of my
roommates. Not driving to
campus doesn't preclude driving elsewhere in town, and 1
needed to run some errands,
but as no one else was home, I
had to drive. On my way back,
I nearly had a coronary when
the hood decided it had had
enough of me and unlatched
and hit my windshield, in retribution for the previous accident I caused. Did I have a cell
phone on me? No. Did I have
any kind of rope to tie the
destroyed hood down so I
could drive safely home? Of
course not. Needless to say, the
adventure in crisis management that ensued was not
pleasant, nor was it easy. It
involved quite a bit of sprinting along East Market Strati
during rush hour and trying to
understand the guy with no
upper teeth who came to tow
my car.
The moral of the storv iv
Sometimes you just ain't latch
a break ... and those times
invariably last weeks and
weeks and weeks. You lose
heart, money and a certain
degree of your mental health,
but, in the end, one can say it's
probably worth it — you experience new things and Irani
from the mistakes and quite
Csibly grow into | better
nan being because of it ...
with much higher insur.iiKe
payments of course.

Dan Maurer ts a junior political science major who's femptaJ
to call that Jamaican Cleo chick on
the tarot card mfomercial to see
tvhat else fate has tn store for him
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Darts
and
Pats

Darts A Pats art submitted
anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions arc
based upon one person's opinion of a
given situation, person or event and
do not necessaril) reflect the truth.

OPINION

Pat...

Pat...

A "thanks Tor-pickiny-ine-up-when-l-Wus-hurt'' pal to
the two guys who drove me and my crew home safely
from Ashhy a few Saturdays Igo in their truck.
Sent in by a grateful freshman who hail just sprained
his ankle and the only thing he really remembers about
that night is your genenjsU}

A "many-thanks-for-yotir-ellons pat to the Sludenl
Ambassadors and all the students who helped with
Operation Santa Claus.
Sent in from grateful social workers at Harrisonburg
Rockingham Social Sen-ice* Pe[*arlmenl who wanted
you to know thut 120 foster tare children in
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County had a better

('hrtstmas.

Dart...

Dart...

A "what-drug-wcre-you-on" dan to the guy who must
ha\ i- been hallucinating when he thought the'rucks in the
sauna wore a unnal and caught the place on fire with his
acidic pee.
Sent in hy a regular sauna user who is going to hunt
\ou down if URECdecides to close the sauna for the rest
of the semester.

A "stop-trying-io-inakc-ciu/ens'-arrests" dart to the
girl who planted a note on another cat in a certain campus parking lot on assessment day saying I hit that car
when I didn't.
Sent in by an angry senior who intercepted the
note and thinks if you want to lake the law into Your
own hands, you should sentence Yourself to the
death penally.

Pat...

Pat...

A huge '•yuu're-lhe-best-non-rcnt-paying-ruoirunatein-lhe-world" pat to our favorite surprise visitor for his
triumphant efforts to make this Valentine's Day truly
fabulous.
From the ladies of 1531 who are forever grateful.

An "I'm-so-sorry" pat to the person in the while car
who had to slam on the brakes because of me in front of
the Commons on Wednesday morning.
Sent in by an impatient junior who will be much more
careful pulling out next lime and hope* YOU weren I hurl

Done.

Dart...

Dart...
A "try-staying-on-schedulc" dan to the no-show bus
that left me stranded on campus Tuesday night.
Sent in by a stresscd-oul student, whom alter spending
five hours studying, waited 25 minutes for bus 12 and
ended up having to walk home at 11:35 in the ciening.

A '"w hal rives" dart to the jerk who offered me a rule
home and then look off ninning and laughing hystencalK when we walked outside.
Sent in by a bewildered junior who thinks the last
laugh is on sou because YOU were dumb enough to run
oil the WHY home fnmi I'hc llihmore.

Pat...

Pat...

A-1hunks-for-being-such-a-grcal-iiiakeup-artisi"patlo
rm roommate for saving me from inevitable humiliation
when a late-night hookup left his mart on my neck
/ rom a ticked-off junior who doesn V appreciate being

branded like cattle.
E-mail dam and pats to hroLvedp@jmu.edu

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
$16.95

A "thank-you-kindly" pat to Christopher, Michael and
Craig for saving me from looking like a typical female
driver and replacing my front tire on a cold and rainy
night.
Sent with love from the driver of a 1993 Black Geo
Prism who appreciates Your kindness more than YOU II
ever know.

Ualley lanes...

Includes filter and up to 5 quarts of oil
Exp. 3/10/01
Offer good with coupon

Mondays are^iudent Days!

,.. (fan*

Blue Rid
434-5935

Easl Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John s Pizza

COMPARE OUR TIRE PRICES
WITH THOSE BACK HOME'

per game and $1 per shoe rental
HOURS
M-F 8-5
Sat 8-2

ROOMMATE
CONNECTION

9 A.M.-6 P.M.
& 9 P.M. - Close

3106 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
434-8721

Which would you rather
wear to work?

May and Summer
Positions Available
Adventure Equipment
Specialist
Climbing Wall Assistants
Fitness Instructors

WWW.SUNCHASE.NET

'Maintenance Manager

II

442-4800

Marketing Assistant
Nutrition Analysts
Office Assistants
Recreation Assistants
Summer Camp Counselors

Fall 2001
Positions Available

SL-'N(j4SE

Work at IMC

Adventure Equipment
Specialists
Aquatic Instructors
Computer Technicians

Take Ccntrcl 11 w m 111111

EMTs
Equipment Maintenance
Assistant

NEED SOME CASH?
DEFER YOUR DEPOSIT UNTIL
AFTER SPRING BREAK.
SIGN A LEASE ANY TIME
THIS WEEK & YOUR DEPOSIT
WONT BE DUE TILL...

f=f

MARCH 16TH!

UREC JOB FAIR

Fitness Instructors
Group Fitness Instructors
Intramural Officials
Intramural Site Managers

Wedneiday feb. 2§
J:l( pm ■ 7:(( pm
Mtl Atrium

Lifeguards
Maintenance Assistants
Marketing Assistants
Jember Service Assistants
Nutrition Analysts

Ippfflrititm dll'

.miildblf ,n 11

Q

I II.I.MM

fTiSC

ilin In 't.iuii I.

liL'KlMlllll ll\k.

kppliiiilj<m<iii'

UREC

In nine inli
i .ill \ 1/11 miul
mi xi'htili' lit

Recreation Assistants
Safety Instructors
Trip Leaders

MH.jlllU.PdUf

Wall Instructors

IMIPCIIMII

Wall Assistants
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Clarifying Glass' points
lb Ihe Editor
Steven Class' Feb. 22 editorial, "In university we trust, perhaps to a fault," points to a significant problem with university life; the
unwillingness of some students to put the
ideals they study into practice. The piece disses the anti-sweatshop movement on camtous and the recent Student Government
Association debate on flag burning as two
examples of this discrepancy. Being involved
With both issues, 1 would like to offer some clarification on the examples in the editorial.
Concerning the first issue of sweatshop labor
in the production of university apparel, the editorial states that, "people on this campus have
crusaded against selling JMU apparel made in
domestic sweatshops, yet seem to check their
political conscience at their closet door when

slipping into clothes that were made in foreign
sweatshops." In December 2000, as part of a
coalition of concerned students, I released a
200-plus page report to the JMU administration
and The Brent concerning the specter of sweatshop labor in the production of JMU apparel.
The editorial is mistaken when it asserts that we
are concerned only with "domestic sweatshops."
In fact, the bulk of our report deals with foreign clothing manufacturers and the companies
that connect them to JMU. It Is well documented that the problem of sweatshop labor is pervasive around the world. JMU, therefore, must
think globally to make sure that it is purchasing
and selling clothing made in fair conditions.
Furthermore, I disagree that students willingly "check their political conscience at their
closet door." One of the conclusions in our
report is that it is nearly impossible to determine
whether every single article of clothing one

owns was made in a sweatshop, especially
when dealing with university apparel. Due to an
intricate set of agreements between manufacturers, licensing companies and the university, this
information is kept secret, labor violations,
working conditions, and even factory locations
are strictly confidential.
Currently, JMU students and administrators
are working to change this policy. No one wants
to wear clothing constructed in slavery-like conditions. Under current manufacturing practices,
however, no one knows for sure if they actually
are. The goal of the anti-sweatshop movement is
to ensure that everyone at our school has
enough information to decide for themselves
what to wear and what to protest.
Another example the editorial mentions is
SGA's recent discussion of a Senate bill on flag
burning. The editorial states that the controversial bill's intention was to "prohibit flag burnings on campus." This statement is inaccurate.

The bill actually called for the SGA to formally
disagree with the flag burning and to actively
encourage other means of debate on campus. At
no time did the SGA entertain discussion on the
prohibition of flag burning. That stated, however, many in the SGA did not agree with the bill,
and felt it was not the SGA's place to make such
a statement. Consequently, the bill was rejected
overwhelmingly by our organization.
1 wholeheartedly agree with the main point
of Glass' editorial, that students need to identify
and practice well-thought-out ideals. Our ideals
should propel us to be engaged in social issues,
whether they are international or campus wide.
An important component of this engagement,
however, is making sure all of the information
we base our opinions on is accurate. I hope that
these clarifications help students do just that.
Mark Sullivan
SGA president

Send a Dart, send a Pat!
E-mail darts and pats to glasssp@jmu.edu

WALK TO CAMPUS
""

10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS ~~~~
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$235/BEDROOM

ETHERNET

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:oo a.m. -10:00 p.m.

434- 3509

WANTED: CEOs

A father's story about his daughter's
struggle with an eating disorder.

Become a Career Education
in the office of Academic Advising 81 Career Development
Applications ate available after February 26" at AACD on the 3 ' floor of Wilson Hall
Appkaflons are due March 16"\
Qualified applicants will be ashed to interview March 23 ' or 24 .
Contact. CJ Schlitt (schlitc)) or Tim Whelsky (whefskt]) at *6555

fl)onaay, %h. 26
7pm Grafton Stopall
Theater, Tree
Featuring Mr. Ron George, Leslie's dad. A
discussion will follow with a panel of health
care professionals.
Sponsored by ihe James Madison University lleallh Center and the Eating Disorders program
planning committee Questions call 'BM.
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Today's Birthday — All your planning could pay off this year with riches beyond
your wildest imagination. Ask for more than you think you're worth in March and get
it by April. Devote most of May to learning what you need to know, and June to fixing
up your place the way you want it. Love comes into your life around July and helps
you set priorities straight. Make more work for yourself in August and you'll generate
more income, too. Pay for an expert's advice in September, and save by using your
own talent to fix your place in October.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
4lg- Today is a 9— The hard part is
A^_» behind you, so take on new chal
^^W lenges Your status is also on the
rise. You're getting to be known
for your courage, honesty and willingness to take a risk.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^fc. Today is a 6— Wheeling and deal«Mhk)mK behind the scenes could be
&Wprofitable. Quick action will be
required, so you should have
already done the homework. If you
haven't, you could miss a great deal
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 9— Your social calen1
dar is packed. There's no time
for work because you have too
te.<many
friends to visit. If the people you work with are your friends, congratulations— you're in the right fob.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6— You may have to
', do something you tried to put
'off forever. If it's a mess that
needs cleaning up, it's not of
your making. Be cheerful about it, and
you'll take seven steps closer to sainthood.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^. Today is a 9— You're active,
I^^M' enthusiastic and outgoing You
^T^^uuild steal the show, even with
high—powered people around
you, because you're so charming.

Libra (Sept. 23-Od. 23)
Today is a 9— There are interesting conversations going on, and
1
one of them may look like an
argument. Your natural reaction
is to present the opposing point of view,
but the other guy's going to win this one.

£&:

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
I Today is a 7— There's enough
work to be done, but don't leap
into it. Make sure you have a
written contract before you start.
If this is your own mess, it may be hard
to charge yourself the time-and-a-half
you deserve.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)Today is a 9— You're creative
Jfcf and imaginative. You may even
^JPj? he turning into the person you'd
always hoped to be. If the person
you've always wanted to be with is nearby, be alluring.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_£, Today is a 7— You've got some|jfc\ . thing on your mind that needs to
r&ff he resolved, maybe a secret that
needs to be told. A private place
is best for this conversation. You may
have to keep talking until everything's
worked out.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tj^k Today is a 9— You're learning
^P quickly from friends. Somebody
j^\ else's bizarre idea can really turn
you on. Don't hurt anybody
who's in between you and the information you want. r

* ^g Today is a 7— Hurry to get the
*V^nl house whipped into shape. The
^AM work you do now could last for
^^^* a long time, so get it right. Use
all the labor—saving devices you can
find, so you'll have time to relax
before dawn.

^4 Today is a 7— The trap you've
,£%* been working on is about to be
^Jf sprung, so why are you so nervous? The planning is done, and
it's time for action. Timing is extremely
important, but you'll have to follow a
hunch.
—Tribune Media Services
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

42 Having a will
44 Very dry, as wine
45 Dash to pieces
47 Desert springs
48 Peevishness
50 Uncorks
51 Writer Buntline
52 Rich or Worth
54 Work gang
57 Needle hole
59 Categorize
63 Swift
65 Seth's son
67 Siamese, today
68. Stage type
69 Farm parcel
70 Orange coat
71 Like an unkempt
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ACROSS
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brake
5 Wine container
9 Night hunter to
be
14 Choir part
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16 Chicago airport
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31 Put up
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34 Discontinue
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36 Apply bandages
to
41 Test score
43 Wall hanging
46 Systematized
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NO GIMMICKS
Just The

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Hunters Ridge

Madison Manor

m

-1,2,3,4, M
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

Variety of Homes
%l ;n<

¥**&

Variety of
Townhomes

Mountain View

Duke Gardens

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Gardens

Madison Square

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes

University Place

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

Madison Terrace

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
U, Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedroom*

I

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management. Inc.

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info@FunkhouserManagement.com
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[pathetic plague seeps through campus;
iuld it be targeted for removal?
Most seniors would say 'no/
Story by contributing writer Jennifer Sikorski
Graphics by senior artist Ryan Pudloski
s the bell in Wilson Halls lower
hW.our times to indicate the hour,
Sestu dent bodies liHenng he
tad pav no attention. UugWr and
■ d.a.te.fiUtheairasFrisbeesRlKW
"ad. Groups o.sWdenKspraw.ars

Senioritis cannot be dismissed as sim-

r;sU-aTdUlkanima,edJyaboU!
Things like stress affect seniors ■ R .„ i,
sa.1 -V, not just tha. ,hev S5|S*,

^SyT'n.msasui.ar.0 accompany

whaU am d
^,he "*Vi'al"C Tha»'s
motor!"*"»«-«-«• ^ wan. to

^Scturesque scenebegs tobe the
cov^o.)™ « cataiogue .or prospective students. 1^ caption might read.

bad UlS! ""
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°" want so

or do whatever you want. You'll then be? more motivated

,o parents, for there .s not a textbook or

*£§ S^S,n,sshu,downand

'^^'Uo, apathy concerning
classes I,.,- ovrtrtmn )MU. An J»
whXingnumber o. the otod««
seraors, anticipating graduation WW M
^.pManceasalO-year-oidnp,-,,,,;-.
link oH a paper chain to count dow-n the

on twj?/™" St'ni°ri'is l,eree"' »"* is
2.*Z£ "'"ecovery. She controls her am,
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1
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i f wr*
"JT "If
^ioritis
is,
make detailed
lists,"T"
she said.
|
donX

eel really anxious. Half the' time I don't fol-

davs until Christmas.
u~ infect.
A serious case ot sen.ontis has n't-«I

^rMUearlv;,.ismoTl,k.;.>pl,,;lle

•hat I ve done it. Otherwise I stress out. I *

This debilitating malady affectssabllilvto.omcntrateorfocus
senior
si
any.hmgacadem.c^n.ors^a.m^
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resumes and interviews at the.
'expense of
'nm
studies The
is unknown,
^'-indies
The future
fu.ua.'is
while a classroom is famili;
;;l..l;-:i classroom is familiar and easier ,o

voice that wh.spers, Tut off today

what vou can do tomorrow.
Al'DRFY WCXHVjrfwvphm-xniphrr
,
,dei Sed Ob0,ha,lw
As senior fill Sme.anick explained,
allAs
' "Mv attitude
-»"«eu
Senior Tom Gallo (hr) and freshman Lester Brown put seniority to good use last Friday, when they
all
As."wi
Smetanick!, said.
wntr.Tisis"ato,allacko.mo„vaadvertised the TDU pool tournament with giant size props.
now is,ha,, wan, a job before,hey can
,,,,,, m^,ol. Its a reacfee my grades so I won',
Biltmore, and they da- coming too. The
tion that your college days
have to be so concerned
two girls require little convincing,
are coming to an end.
Getting interviews and a |ob
about them If I get a job
abandoning lIK* game and their
offer before Ihe end of
unopened book bags and quickly
are my focus rather than
the semester, I wont
change clothes.
school." She paused for
have lo worry about
cmphas.s and grinned as
"When I first came back this vear, I
grades anymore."
she admitted, 'ldef.nt.ely
didn't want to make school my top priority," Nelson said. "It has been for
have
it"
.
.
,
„
Savor the Moments
Instead of studying, she
three years, but now I want to concenEvery graduating
usually prefers "to *™li/e.
trate on m social life. We don't have
class is affected by
many weeks left. That's whv, when
take a nap or watch TV Tru
senioritis,
yet this year i,
Scott came over tonight, I decided to go
timeiustgoc^by^'^.1
has been even more
out; I want to spend as much time M ith
lrv to hang out with people
templing wilh ihe
my friends while I still can."
,.ven midweek because you
weather constantly flipknow all your friends wont
Nelson interned at an advertising
flopping, going from
agency in New York City this summer,
be living across the street
warm to cold and back
from you again after th.s
shifting her perspective on school.
again. Rather than forcyear. The number one thing
"Internships teach you what they are
ing themselves ,o si, in
looking tor," she said. "After that,
for me is social."
the library for hours
knowing what is out there in the real
every
night, seniors are
world, classes seem like a joke."
Why Not Go Out?
forsaking homework to
Senior Lori Nelson
gather on decks and
Cooking 101 and Other Bectrras
echoed SmeUnicks attilaugh over a case of
tude. Her legs draped
Bran I IMM CUI he manipulated
Coronas and enjoy the
across her love seat, she
into an opportunity to hang out with
warmth while it lasts
watches television with her
friends. After completing most of the
Realizing their time in
roommate, senior Karen
requirements lor their mafon, seniors
the protective bubble of
often fill their schedules with fun
Stemesky. At around10.30
college is drawing to
rli\ lives.
pm,, junior Scott Wilson.
BM-.NNA HAH IY nti/rpWjrapV. '"'end. 'hey want lo
"I am taking cooking this semesner friend since freshman Junior Andrew Werner Is getting a head
savor everv
Sophomore Josh Goodwin provides
moment
year, bursts through the
start on his senlorltls with a cat nap on ter. Minor Carol Cullcy said. "I've
Quad-tastle
entertainment
on a sunny day w,th
their friends. As
also taken golf and a chorus class.
door and announces he
(
the Quad.
whan
DIM1V
<ttiwUnt«
BrwU
tn
tfca
fkiari
Ullev
wistfllllv
n, *!.. I
ulley
wistfully
noted,
Much easier! I didn't plan it, but fortu- "h™ """"V students flock to the Quad.
wants to go to The
"It goes by few fast."

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD OF STUDYING
If you are already looking for something to do, then the plague is at work, but here
are some hints to help seniors enjoy their spout of senioritis

Make cookies for
your professors
(you'll need extra
points come report

Embark on a mission
to collect coasters
from every bar in
Harrisonburg

Take a trip to the nea^'-v
mountains and enjo*
spring air
\Spend a Tuesday night
"at The Artful Dodger
with your freshman(

Jurn a CD with songs
that you associate with
going out at JMU

Never pass up an invitation to
hang out with friends
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Sell this ad
Be an Advertising Executive
for The Breeze!
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Info meetiiid:
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$
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3
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■ The envelope please ...
Steely Dan lakes home the big
one, album of the year, bolhsuprising and delighting viewers
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"It describes in fascinating detail the
heated fervor of a cultural group strug-_
gling for acceptance and equality." ;
ZAK SALIH

"All Things Literary"

fcpM

sw story btlow

A culture
that speaks j
through its \
literature

KATY MACKAYIaMrtbuimt phoiograplvr
CMMalla'* step aiders, Fiurinda and Lucinda. senior Heather Jones and junior Jessica Quartes (I to r), Cinderella, Junior Erin Siuter,
bar prince. Junior Michael Hadary and her stepmother, sophomore Hilary Mann discuss Cinderella's recent marriage to the Prince.

Into a fairy tale
world of magic
BY JULIE SPROESSER

style editor
Storybook characters harshly ripped from
the glory of childhood memories; adulterous
prince charmings skirting around on their
princesses; giants that bombard tales uninvited; an evil witch who refuses to keep her long
crinkled nose in just one realm of storybook
magic; and what a magical concoction it
brewed.
Mixing together a palette of vivid color
and imagination, the School of Theatre and
Dance painted an unforgettable picture of
storybook chaos last week in their production
of Stephen Sondheim's acclaimed musical,
"Into the Woods."
Narrated by George VNfcad, professor of
media arts and design, the story unfolded as
the cast of 22 characters from seven fairy tales
found their lives strangely intermingled in the
dark mysterious woods of the LarimerShaeffer Theatre stage. The technical staff
brought their own creative input to the scenic
design of Bert Scott, costume design of Pamela
Johnson and lighting design of R. Lee
Kennedy Scott, Johnson and Kennedy are all
professionals who contributed to the impres-

sive stage elements in the show under
Sondheim.
Opening the first act, Cinderella, junior
Erin Sauter, Jack, junior Keven Quillon, and
Baker and Baker's Wife, seniors Henry Bragg
and Emily Gatesman ventured into the
woods on various tasks. Cinderella made her
KATY MACKAY/r«Wn/>iifmj( phoioxraphrr
way to the festival. Jack went to sell his
pathetic cow and best friend Milky White Jack, junior Keven Quillon, shows Ms mother,
and the Baker and Baker's Wife set out on a sophomore Lynn Duesterfiaus. the golden
mission from the horrible witch, junior harp he stole from the giant of the beanstalk.
Cinderella loses a slipper and gains a prince,
Wendy Fox.
Bringing animation and lively musical tal- the very comical junior Michael Hadary. Jack
ent to Sondheim's score and lyrirs, this cast trades his cow to the Baker and Baker's Wife
brought an array of vocal talent and strength. for magic beans and grows a mile-high
As the witch. Fox presented the most dynam- beanstalk inviting giants who cause turmoil,
ic role and the strongest voice in the produc- strife and even death for some of the charaction. Her powerful portrayal of the witch's ters into the story book world.
transformation from evil hag to youthful
Spicing up the story, Sondheim includes a
beauty was both stirring and hilarious. Bragg remarkably feisty Little Red Riding Hood,
and Gatesman stood out with strong voices, junior Tina Ghandchilar, who mastered her
as well, each garnering several solos. role with spunk and attitude, not to mention
Particularly memorable was the duet they a stellar stage voice and priceless facial
shared when their characters rekindled their expressions that brought this character to
passion in the woods.
life. Ghandchilar's scenes with the Wolf,
I -'olio wing their storybook mandates, the freshman Tripper Ryder, demonstrated this
four continue as written in fairy tale history.
see STORYBOOK, pa^e 15

Straightening things out
Joseph Lee, an instructor of the Alexander Technique, helped art
students learn to break had habits of poor posture and misalignment
BY JRANINE GAJF.WSKI

staff writer
Students in assistant professor of art
Corinne Diop's ART 355 Introductory
Photography class may never point their
cameras at the world the same way again. On
Wednesday. Feb. 21, Joseph Lee introduced
them lo the Alexander Technique, a form of
mind and body re-education based on the

IANE MiHl'CiHArnM" ptumyntaptir'
Joseph Lee shows Paul O'Brlsn how to
correct his posture to relieve tension.

premise that positive changes in alignment Alexander decided to share his findings
with others, and the Alexander Technique
can lead to positive life changes.
Lee has an office in Virginia Beach, but was born.
Lee emphasized how people engage in
often does workshops on the Alexander
Technique, especially for those involved in often detrimental habitual body alignment
the .iris
and movement, which can lead to chronic
So what does the Alexander Technique pain Therefore, the first step in the Alexander
have to do with photography? This was the Technique is kinesthetic awareness. To
question on everyone's mind as Lee began demonstrate how the technique works, Lee
his workshop. Lee asked the class to fold asked sophomore Bethany Diehl to pay attentheir hands, noticing which thumb they tion lo how she "use|d| her head and neck in
placed on top. He then asked Ihem to refold the process of sitting."
Diehl noticed how she tensed her neck,
Iheir hands and notice how awkward it felt
to place a part of their body in an unfamiliar tilting her head back and up Lee explained
position. Lee attributes this phenomenon to this common movement pattern, the "startle
"cliched awareness,'' people's tendency to reflex," is a biological reaction where the
body moves into a state of
return to behaviors that feel
misalignment as it tries to
comfortable.
adapt to stress and emo"The
Alexander
tional and physical trauTechnique is a way of relatThe Alexander
ma. This process is
ing to your body that will
ingrained in our brains at
give you an opportunity to
Technique...
will
give
an early age as a way to
step outside your habits,"
unpleasant sensaLee said. "As an artist, you
you an opportunity to escape
tions.
must step outside your
The
next step in the
habits because they aren't step outside your habits.
Alexander
Technique
interesting ... so this is rele— Joseph Let
involves suspending habitvant to whatever your life
inslruciorollhe Alexander Ttchnique UJ| a.dcnons such as the
goal is."
m»
startle reflex. The techThe technique dates
nique stresses how good
back to the beginning of
posture is achieved and
the 20th century. Frederick
Matthias Alexander suffered from a chroni- maintained not by force or discomfort, but by
returning
to
a
natural
state of balance and
cally hoarse voice which was hindering his
career as a Shakespearean actor When doc- release by lengthening the spine. Lee placed
tors could not help him, Alexander set his hands on the back of Diehl's neck to interabout finding his own solution. He believed fere with her habit Almost immediately,
the crux of his problem resided in posture Diehl's way of sitting visibly changed.
"I feel taller .. very loose and free," Diehl
and movement. He devised a system of mirrors in which he observed himself (or nine said. "I'm not tired. I'm very aware."
I*e next demonstrated the technique with
years, making minute corrections that not
only helped restore his voice to normal, but
so- TESTING, pa%t 15
improved other areas of his body as well.

yyT A Te die," said African-American author Toni~
\l \i Morrison during her 1993 Nobel Lecture."
V V "That may be the meaning of life. But we I
do language. That may be the measure of our lives "
It is customary during the month of February to celebrate the African-American spirit and while many
aspects of the culture are analyzed and discussed and I
enjoyed, rarely does there seem to be a concrete cele- "
bration for African-American writers, those whose task
it is to record through language the rich, vivid experiences and images which form a group cultural experience. Theirs is a saga and a vision that anyone, regardless of racial or demographic variables, can relate to on
some level.
You might ask, what exactly influences AfricanAmerican writing? Reading through the prose, poetry
and essays of a variety of writers displays deeply rooted
cultural influences. For example, music plays a role in
the acoustics of African-American poetry and sentence
structure: the deep, resounding blues notes or the rapid,
seductive tones of a jazz concert (see Toni Morrison's
"Jazz"). Also prevalent is a reverence for religion and
spirituality, both ancient African and modern day
Christian or Islam.
Stripped bare, African-American literature is emotional. It describes in fascinating detail the heated fervor
of a cultural group struggling for acceptance and equality. African-American literature is perhaps the strongest
cornerstone of literature as a whole because its foundations are primarily based on history's greatest injustices:
slavery and segregation.
Hundreds of years since abolitionists like Frederick ~
Douglass published material in newspapers like TheNorth Star we have come to see African-American literature grow and spread to a variety of inexperienced read- ers. Most chain bookstores now have specific shelves for

■ — M

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih

African-American authors, numerous universities pro- vide courses in African-American literature, even the ■
Oprah Book Club, though not limited to AfricanAmerican literature, has helped to expose readers to black writers both old and new.
Z
1 now present to you some of the more prominent
~
African-American writers in poetry and prose. Keep in 2
mind, there are many more important contributors to African-American literature than 1 will name. For those of you who are familiar with their names and works, Z
consider this a brief tip of the hat to their contributions to *
world literature. For those unfamiliar with the following "
icons, consider this an appetizer, enticing you into a rich ~
cornucopia of works.
■
African-American poetry primarily centers on both the visceral and the spiritual world. Maya Angelou is "
perhaps the most well-known African American poet;
many have read her autobiographical novel, "I Know 2
Why the Caged Bird Sings." In 1993 she wrote a poem Z
for former President Bill Clinton's inaugural address ~
entitled "On The Pulse of Morning."
Rita Dove is a former poet laureate of the United ■
States. Her most recent collection of poems is "On the Bus with Rosa Parks: Poems." Currently, she writes "Poet's Choice" for The Washington Post Book World, in Z
which she unearths both old and new poetry from both Z
experienced and novice poets.
Most of us have been exposed to African-American ~
prose in one way or another, be it a reading assignment '_
for high school or a history report or simply a desire to broaden one's reading palette. Fiction authors like Terry •
McMillan ("How Stella Got Her Groove Back," "Waiting to Exhale") and Alice Walker ("The Color Purple") are Z
but a few of the many African Americans who have J
made their mark writing prose.
Alex Hale)' is best known for penning "Roots," what ■
is arguably the saga of the African American struggle through history. Haley performed painstaking research for his novel, tracing his history all the way back to an
African village and to his ancestor. Kunta Kinte. Sadly, ;
most are aware of "Roots" from the television miniseries .
as opposed to the novel itself. Another work of his was
the "Autobiography of Malcolm X," which was derived
from numerous conversations between Haley and the
civil rights activist.
Ralph Ellison, though only having written two
novels (one, "Juneteenth," left to be completed by his .
editor after his passing in 1994). won both a National
Book Award and a Pulitzer Prize for "Invisible Man."
In addition to novels, he was also a celebrated essayist
and critic.
Tori Morrison is one of the most intellectual and riveting female writers on shelves today. Her works are not
only entertaining, but deeply emotional and philosophical as well. Though some have written her off as "too
complicated" to enjoy, her lyrical writing style has much
to teach. In 1993, she won the Nobel Peace Prize for literature, yet another testament to an amazing body of
work that includes the novels "Beloved," "The Bluest
see LITERATURE, page 15
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Diverse winners at Grammys

- £fyfe Wttil7 -

Eminem and Elton disappoint; Jon Stewart saves night
Kst rock performance by a duo or a
U2, Steelv I >•)»-1 <«ilh I Ml and Eminem
group. Front man Bono gave a humble
led the way Feb. 21 .it the 43rd Annual
(.rammy Awards, as the major winners acceptance speech telling the crowd; "It is
an unusual emotion 1 feel now; it is called
with three trophies each. The show divided up the awards this year, unlike last humility"
year? ceremony when Santana Bpotted
Country goddess Faith 1 lill dominated
her side of the competition pulling in
■m surprises taking home a record eight
three trophies: best country album for
i .r.mimys.
Eminem has
Breathe,
best
female country
played his bad
bo\ image right
vocal
performinto mainstream
ance
for
"Breathe"
and
pop culture causing one question
she and hubby
Tim
McGraw
to
be
asked:"What
nabbed
best
country
collabowill
Eminem
ration for "Lets
do?" There was
much hype surMake Love."
Best album of
rounding
the
p«>sMhiliry of the
the year nominaby senior writer
tions were domirapper causing
controversy,
nated by relativeAnthony Marchegiano
ly
commercial
however,
not
duds
(besides
much happened.
Hi-, performance
Eminem), Beck's
ot M,in,'offthe Marsliall Mathers LP, was Midnight Virtues. Radiohead's Kid A, and
disappointing. Elton |ohn performed the
Paul Simon's You're the (Me, all of which
were beat by Steely Dan's Two Against
chorus taking over pop star Dido's duties,
who sar.g in the original song. The perNature. The band also won best pop
formance was nothing out of the ordinary. album for Tuv Against Nature and best
exctfri that a few had words escaped
pop group performance for Cousin
( H^Mpe delay. Whoever was supposed
Dupree.
to edit out the obscenities managed to
It was the first time Steely Dan has
bleep out the words preceding the obscenwon a Grammy. Their album was the first
released in 19 years.
ity, allowing the words to go out o\cr the
,nr And then there was the obligatory
The following news may come as a
shock, but the Academy awarded Baha
middle finger Eminem always likes lo do,
Men the best dance performance
just to let everyone know he's "tough "
Grammy for their sanity-depriving "Who
The performance was a letdown considerLet the Dogs Out," beating Moby's
ing CBS announced it as "coming up"
"Natural Blues."
around 8:30 p.m. and the ambiguously
odd duo didn t hit the stage until more
Moby treated the audience to the best
performance of the night with a rendition
than two hours later at 10:45 p.m.
Emblem did have some success in the of his nominated song with help from
awards department, however, he did lose
R&B singer Jill Scott (who went zero for
three) and the avant garde Blue Man
out in the main category (album of the
Group.
year). Me managed to pull the Grammy
for best rap album for the Marshall
Foo Fighters won their first Grammys
Mgthen IP, best rap solo performance for
ever winning best rock album for There is
Nothing to ti*se and best short form music
"T7ie Real Slim Shady", and shared best
video for "Leam to Fly."
rap performance duo or group award
with his mentor Dr. Dre for "Forgot About
Notable pop stars Madonna and
Dre" off Dre's Chronic 201)1 The doctor
'NSync struck out when Macy Gray won
also pulled in best producer for his work
the best pop vocal award "I Try," and
on both his own album and Eminem's.
Steely Dan took all the trophies from the
The everlasting Irish brigade U2 went
boy band.
three tor three, with their newest album
This year's ceremony handed lifetime
and ballad Beautiful Day garnering
Achievement awards to all-time greats
Bob Marley, The Who, Tony Bennett and
record of the year, song of the year and

Anthony's
Hollywood
Minute

GRAMMY

[3RD

-M-

AWARDS
Av Til: ll'iwxs 4m
Song Of Th« VMC:
-BaauMul Day-> U2

* Sawhill Gallery: "Chuck Close: Self Portrait/Scribble/
Etching as a work in Progress" - Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m.-4:30

Album Of Th»VMr
AgMinil Nslun - Steely Dan

p.m.. Sat. & Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m., free
* Zirkle House Galleries: group sculpture show in Artworks
Gallery, photography by Annie Howison in Other Gallery,
"Reminiscence: Then and Now," by Sheila Mclnemey in New
Image Gallery — Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sat. noon-4
p.m.

-

BMI ROC* Song:
Arm. Wide Open" - Creed

Beat Reek Album:
mere Is Nothing Lett To Lose - Foo Fighters
Beet Ait.rp.ilv. Mmic Album
(COM- Radoheen

\3?$iC

■eat RIB Song:
■Sey My Name' - Deebny'i CMd

* JMU Wind Symphony Concert: Wilson Mall Auditorium —
a**XRtB Album
VooOoo- Q-Anijo .

Sat., l p.m., free
* West Point Sax Quartet: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium -

BMtlUpAlburT,
Jtm ****>•»UltmiLP- Emma-

Thu., 7 p.m., free

fcUJ. Roc* VOCJ. P«rtorm*oc«:
■Ao«»V - L«nny Krmvta

—tVw—

--

Bo*t r-«wnal« Rock Vocil Performance
Th«ft OOM The r*tghbOfttoo(r Sheryi di.

* Cnifton Stovall Theatre: "Best in Show." Wed. ft Thu.. 7 &

Sammy Davis Jr.
CBS's collaboration with MTV was
apparent leading up to the ceremony, as
the teen music channel had been hyping
up the awards for a week prior to the
event. The attempt to gain a younger
audience was visible with performances
from MTV favorites Eminem, Christina
Aguilera, Madonna and Destiny's Child.
However when the top award of the night
went to Steely Dan, a band whose album
was virtually untouched by the TRL generation, the attempt seemed unnecessary.
Host Jon Stewart was definitely the
highlight of the show. The comedian
stayed on point with humor throughout
the night, constantly making light of the
night's miscuesand interesting nominees.
"How the hell did Oscar De La Hoya get
nominated?" Stewart joked when the
boxer pulled a nomination for best Latin
pop album for his self titled album.
Though some moments were outrageous or just plain painful to watch, the
good performances and Stewart made it
worthwhile.

9:30 p.m., $2
* Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "Left Behind: The Movie,"
"Quills," "Snateh," "Saving Silverman," The Emperor's New
Groove," $5 before 6 p.m., $7.25 after. Call 434-7107
* Regal Cinemas 14: "Down to Earth," "Recess: School's Out,"
"Sweet November," "Hannibal," "3,000 Miles to Graceland,"
The Wedding Planner," "() Brother, Where Art Thou?," "Save
the last Dance," "Chocolat," Traffic," "Monkeybone," "Cast
Away," "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Drgaon," $5 before 6 p.m.,
$7.25 after. Call 434-7661

got practicum hours?
Times a wasting
Call your section editor
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Testing out the 'Technique'
TESTING, from page 13
junior Paul O'Brien. O'Brien found it more
difficult to let go of tension in his neck, so Lee
directed him to talk to his body using mental
directives telling it to change. O'Brien reported feeling "emotionally serene," and Ceding
taller and less constrained. When [AX asked
him to walk, O'Brien said it felt "completely
new."
Many factors potentially get in the way of
inhibiting unconscious body habits. In addition to the startle reflex and a general feeling
of "wrongness," somatized emotions can also
play a part. Diop, related her personal experiences with Lee and the Alexander Technique
which led to awareness of somatized emotions.
"He helps me see things I can't see
myself," Diop said. In monthly sessions, Lee
"provides feedback about her "blind-spots"
which lead to awareness in other areas of her
'life. For example, he helped her realize how
she torqued her body to hold in grief. "By
straightening my body, I could begin to let go
of that," Diop said.
Diop is not the only student of Lee who
has reported benefiting from the Alexander

Technique. In his private practices, Lee sees
instrumentalists, actors, singers, athletes,
dancers and the public, maintaining that anyone can benefit from his work. Suzanne
MillerCono, assistant dance professor has
been working with Let tor about a year after
seeking him out for private instruction
I wanted to gain more flexibility ...and to
work my muscles more efficiently and effectively," Miller Corso Mid As a dancer, this
technique helps me assess and increase my
awareness of proper ... alignment for my
body," an awareness she passes on to her own
students.
lames Kluesner, professor of music, also
sought out the technique for both himself and
his music students. Kluesner said the benefits
of the Alexander Technique "an- both physical
and mental, learning how to use the body
properly not only reduces physical tension,
but also helps |one| deal with performance
stress."
A 50-minute session with Lee costs S55.
k rrti Iied by the American Society for the
Alexander Technique, he describes his techniques as "non-invasive, harmless, enjoyable
and relaxing." 1 08 entourages those wishing

to learn more about the Alexander Technique
or to schedule a session to email him at
}rjlee@earthlink.net and to visit his Web site
www.Joseph-Utxom. Lee maintains an e-mail
list to inform students when he will be in the
area.
Diop has also extended an invitation for
interested students to e-mail her at diopcj, and
to join her Intermediate Photography class for
the next workshop he is giving on March 21
from 4 to 6 p.m. in Duke 203.
When it comes to your body, Lee asked,
"Why not ask yourself the constructive question: What can I do to change?"

more at
www.Joseph-Lee.com

w

Storybook characters come to life
STORYBOOK, from page 13
most powerfully.
Encompassing the sentiments
of Cinderella's prince, played by
Hadary and Rapunzel's prince,
played by senior Brian I-aycock,
Hadary's line, "I was raised to be
charming, not sincere!" expressed
the two characters perfectly.
Singing about the agony of
being love-deprived (Cinderella
was playing hard to get while
Rapunzel, sophomore Brooke
Kotarides, was locked in a tower
by the witch), Hadary and
Laycock were appropriately
over-the-top in disposition as
they purposefully over-acted

these sometimes despicable
character!
Act two rewrote storybook
history .is the characters united
to overthrow the endearing narrator, "Some of us don't like the
way you're telling it," l:ox said
and the story evolved into a soap
opera-like mix of relationships.
The Baker's wife had ■ torrid
affair with Cinderella's prince
who eventually ended up running off with Sleeping Beauty,
sophomore
Lisa
Cecchini.
Cinderella found herself watching the Baker's child, while
Little Red Riding Hood promised she'd take care of Jack.

Defeating the giant, represented by a stage-high boot and the
thundering voice of senior
Shannon l.istol, the cast became a
much
smaller
compilation
toward the finale as characters
met their death.
Though sometimes suggestive in plot and action, the theme
of "Into the Woods" set up a pattern of moral lessons, each character coming to an understanding about his or herself and their
storybook world.
A stunning solo by Fox when
she sings, "Careful the things you
say, children may listen. Careful
the things you do, children may

Size Matters

as wetf as the comfort you fee( inside

see," emphasized the life lessons
of this production as Bragg
learned he shouldn't follow in the
footsteps of his estranged father.
Mysterious Man senior Robert O.
Wilson and should take care of his
own child. Ghandchilar, Sauter
and Quillon found that life serves
up unexpected changes but others will step in to help you manage along the way.
Bragg captured the essence
of the show in a few words,
when trading magic beans for
Jack's cow in the first act. Like
magic beans, "Into the Woods"
was "magic that defied
description."
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Literature
portrays
struggle,
history
UTERATVRE.from page 13
Eye" and most recently, "Paradise."
I wish to end this week's column with an
excerpt from the end of Maya Angelou's poem,
"Still I Rise." It illustrates that African-American
literature is a representation of not just a cultural struggle but also the struggle of the human
spirit in the face of a vicious, burdened history.
At the end of every journey, both personal and
cultural, no matter how long or arduous, the
conclusion is triumph:
Out of the huts of history's shame
I rise
Up from a past that's rooted in pain
I rise
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide,
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear
I rise
Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear
I rise
Bnnging the gifts that my ancestors gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the slave.
I rise
I rise
I rise

iColumn
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■ Senior Citizens
JMU's seniors played
their final game at the
Convo on Wednesday
Pag* 18

PORT

ft

u

"\ had a lot of memories here
at the Convo and I wanted to
leave on a winning note."
DWAYNK BRAXTON

senior basketball player
see story Pan 18

FENCING

\B-E-A-T

Mason rips Dukes, 68-51
Led by Tish Wescott's 22 points, the
Colonials of George Mason University
whipped the Dukes 68-51 on
Thursday night in Fairfax.
Sophomore
forward
Nadine
Morgan was the leading scorer for
JMU with 10 points, the only scorer in
double-digits for the Dukes.
Junior Hollee Franklin led JMU on
the boards with 8 in the losing effort.
JMU out rebounded the Colonials
42-33 but committed 22 turnovers to
GMU's 10.
Lyle honored for
academic achievements
Junior Tim Lyle was named to the
Verizon Academic All-District III men's
basketball team. It is the first time Lyle
has received the honor.
loining Lvle on the team are
Nathan Jameson of the University of
North Carolina-Greensboro, Joseph
Lumpkin
of
the
College
of
Charleston, Matt Bonner of the
University of Florida and Shane
Battier of Duke University.
To be eligible for the distinction a
student athlete must have a cumulative
grade-point average of 3.2 or higher.
JMU tops Davidson, 4-3
The men's tennis team edged
Davidson College 4-3 on Saturday in
Davidson, N.C.
The Wildcats put the Dukes down
early by sweeping the doubles matches 8-1,9-7 and 8-4.
JMU regained its winning form in
the singles matches, winning four of
six to take the overall win.
Junior Andrew
Lux
topped
Davidson's number one competitor 36,6-4, 7-6 (3). Senior Luis Rosado won
his match by a score of 6-7 (2), 7-5,6-3.
In the fourth slot senior Troy Stone
came away with a 6-4, 1-6, 64 victory.
Freshman Craig Anderson came away
with a victory, topping his opponent 75,6-4.
The Dukes return to action on
Saturday when they travel to the
Citadel.

P1A ECQMOV/suiff photographer
Frethman ienny Redmore (left) won the bronze in the foil competition. The National Intercollegiate Championships are on Saturday In Blacksburg.

JMU dominates in-state foes
Dukes win their fourth consecutive intercollegiate tournament
BY DAVID BUCK

staff writer
The JMU fencing team
placed first in the Virginia
Intercollegiate
Women's
Fencing Tournament on
Saturday
in
Sinclair
Gymnasium. The Dukes
have won the tournament in
each of the past 14 seasons
with the exception of the
'96-'97 season.
Six of the final 12
fencers were from JMU,
and helped lead the
Dukes to the overall title
with victories in the individual foil and sabre
events. The team placed
second overall in the
individual epee category.
"I'm very happy with
how the team did today,"
junior team captain Allison
Schwartz said.
Schwartz placed second
in the sabre event, being
narrowly beaten in the final
by Jenny Buck of the
University of Virginia.

"There were some disappointments today individually, but as a whole we
came together," Schwartz
said. "We've been working
hard the past few weeks
and we did well."
The Dukes did well
enough to maintain their
dominance in this tournament, beating
l.'Y.i .
Hollins University, Mary
Baldwin College, Sweet
Briar College and Virginia
Tech
Tech placed second
overall, with Sweet Briar
taking home the team
bronze.
In the past, JMU won
this tournament easily,
but this was not the case
this year, with none of
the individual champions
coming
from
Madison. Coach Paul
Campbell attributes this
to the rising caliber of
fencing in the state of
Virginia over the past
few years.

'There's a little more
parity in the state now,"
Campbell said. "We didn't dominate individually,
but
everyone
came
together and fenced their
hardest. I'm really happy
with (the tournament]."

Clark beat junior Devon
Allen for the bronze and
in the individual epee
event, junior Elizabeth
Larson
claimed
the
bronze beating out junior
Elizabeth Conlin.
"I moved up from the
club team this semester,
so today's achievement
U
was good," Larson said.
"Everyone put in a good
We've been working effort
today. I'm proud
to be part of this team."
hard the past few
Campbell said, "Some
weeks and we did well. people didn't meet their
own expectations today,
— Allison Schwartz but that's why we play,
junioi learn captain those are the breaks.
Some people turned a
corner today, even some
of
the
experienced
Freshman
Valerie
fencers especially in
I>eRose placed third in the
epee. They're making big
sabre event. Both the indistrides and gaining expevidual epee ,ind foil third
rience. Some people
place bouts pitted |MU
from the other schools
U'.im members against
had really good days,
other )MU members
plus the seeding was
In the individual foil,
tough."
sophomore
Maegan
Indeed, the initial

-99-

BASEBALL

JMU SPORTS
WEEKLY
Monday. Feb. 2$
- Women's golf opens its spring season at the Carolina Classic.

Tuesday. Feb. 27
- Women's golf wraps up the Carolina
Classic in Pinehurst, N.C.

Wednesday. Fob. 28
- Baseball continues their 10-game
homestand with a 2:30 p.m. match-up
against Liberty University.
- Women's basketball heads to the
nation's capital to take on the Eagles
of American University at 7 p.m.

Friday. March 2
- Baseball begins a three-game weekend series with Marist University at 3
p.m. at Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
- Women's basketball returns home to
take on the East Carolina University
Pirates at 7 p.m. at the Convo.
- Men's gymnastics hosts Army in
Godwin at 7 p.m.
- Men's track competes in the IC4A
Champioaships in Boston, Mass.
- Women's track competes in the
ECAC Championships in Boston,
Mass.

Broncos tamed by Dukes
BY ANDREW TUFTS

sports editor
After two one-run nailbiters in the series-opening
doubleheader with the Rider
University
Broncos
on
Saturday, the Diamond Dukes
decided not to try for a threepeat performance in the finale
on Sunday, winning the contest 14-2.
On Saturday the Dukes
won the first game 6-5 by overcoming a four-run eighthinning deficit. In the nightcap
they completed the sweep by
maintaining a four-run lead to
win 4-3
Behind a six-run, firstinning offensive rumble and
five innings of no-run, threehit, eight-strike-out pitching
by sophomore left-hander Dan
Meyer, )MU extended its winning streak to six games and
improved its record to 6-3.
The first pitch was intended
for 1 p.m., but with the weather in question the game started
at 12:34 p.m. Before the majority of the fin* could get to their
seats, )MJ had a 6-0 lead
Senior center fielder Greg
Miller lead off the inning with
a single and sophomore third
baseman Brent Metheny doubled him home for a 1-0 lead.
Metheny moved to third on a
balk by Rider pitcher Rich
Nelson, sophomore second
baseman Mitch Rigsby struck
out looking and junior left
fielder Steve Ballowe singled
to plate Metheny and give
JMU a 2-0 lead
Red shirt senior right fielder Jeremy Hays walked to put
runners on first and second
with one out for junior designated hitter Pat Cunningham.

His RBI single scored Ballowe can't expect anything more
and put Hays on third, and he than that."
moved to second on the play.
Leading the charge for the
Sophomore catcher Matt offense was Metheny who
Deuchler singled to score went 3-6 on the day with four
RBI and four runs. He also
Hays and Cunningham,
extending the lead to 5-0. He blasted two home runs, his
advanced to second on an first two of the year.
error by center fielder Erinn
"After last year and not
Pesaresi, moved to third as starting off good this year it
Cunningham scored and then was good to get a couple hard
scored on a throwing error by hits and hit the ball solid,"
catcher Rich Brooks.
Metheny said.
That concluded the first"We're trying to build off of
inning scoring for JMU as one thing from each game,"
Deuchler said. "I think the big
they registered six runs on
five hits with two Rider thing to take out of today is the
fielding errors.
way we hit the ball. We stayed
"We had a walk or two in on balls, we went to the oppothere, an error or two and
site field a lot, and just try to
scored six runs," coach Spanky build on it for the game on
McFarland said. "After that it
Wednesday."
was pretty much over"
On
Wednesday
the
Nelson lasted one inning,
Diamond Dukes welcome
giving up six hits and seven
Liberty University at 2:30 p.m.
runs (six earned) while strikThey conclude the homestand
ing out one
and walking with a series against Marist
two. In the botthis weekend.
tom of the second
he surrendered a
first-pitch home
run to Metheny
— his first of the
year — and called
it a day.
Meyer,
his
JMU counterpart,
earned a win in
only his fu-st
career start.
"When you get
six right off the
bat, you just feel
comfortable out
there,"
Meyer
said. "My team
had my
back
every lime. They
FILE PHOTO
did everything I
asked them to, you Sophomore Chris Cochrane delivers ■ pitch.

seeding of the tournament forced some Dukes
to knock each other out
in the early rounds and
IM1 was pitted against
itself all day. including
the third place bouts for
two of the three events.
Next week )MU will
host the conference championships at Virginia Tech
and after that will head to
the regional tournament
where they will try to
qualify for the NCAA
tournament.
"These girls work so
hard, I'm sure we'll do
really well," Larson said.
"We're
excited
toward finishing the season," Campbell said.
"We should have five
qualify for the NCAA,
three in the foil and one
each in sabre and epee.
Schwartz has got a shot
at the NCAA again if she
has a strong next couple
of weeks."

JMU takes
CAA titles
McLaren breaks CAA,
JMU records in 50-free
Both the men's and women's swimming teams took the Colonial Athletic
Association's crown on Saturday in I'.iirf.ix,
winning both conference championships.
The men's team took their third consecutive CAA title and their ninth in the past
10 seasons. They scored 721 points, edging
out the University of North CarolinaWilmington by 55 points who tallied 666
points.
In the preliminaries of the 50-yard
freestyle junior John McLaren set a CAA
and JMU record with a time of 19.97.
McLaren broke the JMU record set by
Randy Parker ('88), 20.33.
McLaren was part of a record-setting
200-yard medley relay team for the Dukes.
The team tallied a time of 1:32.32 which
was a CAA record. Joining McLaren were
freshman Jeffrey Hicks, sophomore Lee
Shirkey and senior Brett Stone.
Hicks had a strong performance in his
first CAA championship meet The native
of Clifton took second place in the 200-yard
backstroke with a time of 150.99.
For the JMU women the title win was
their sixth in team history. Coach Cwynn
Evans was named the Women's Coach of
the Year.
Senior Meghan Fenn look the 100yard free Mile, covering the distance in
52.67. Along with Fenn, sophomore
Marie Hansbrough, junior Amy Keel
and senior Julie Lestyan finished the
200-yard freestyle relay in 1:36.98, earning second place.
Fenn also finished second in the 400yard freestyle relay along with sophomore
Melaine Stein, freshman Kariaruu Langslet
and senior Samantha Smith in a lime of
35232.
Sophomore Amanda Coyle took second
place in the 1,650-yard freestyle, completing the race in 17:17.48.
—from staff reTXffflg
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

Club volleyball contributes off the court
ii\ KHAI II GARMOTI

to Appalachian State University in Boone,
N.C. and went 4-4, hosted a tournament
in which it finished second out of 12
The women's club volleyball (earn
teams and participated in a tournament at
Kivct KNt percent effort both on and off
Miami University (Ohio) on Dec. 4. At this
the court
tournament, the B team went 4-4, eventuHv virtue of the team's dedication to
ally losing to Central Michigan University
the iporl end willingness to give back
in the silver division.
to the community, the Sports Club
"It was a fun trip; gotta love it," team
Council awarded it the distinct honor
president Cathy Munoz said.
.•t sport Club of the Month" for
Also in December, the team sponsored a
December and |anu«y.
family for the holiday season. Serving as a
Among all M of the official sport clubs,
unique way of connecting with some less
OIW team i> nominated by "going above
fortunate in the community, a local fiveami beyond the ..ill of duty as a sport
person family was cooked two elaborate
club, whether it be turning in forms on
holiday dinners by the players. The team
time, competing successfully, participatalso bought the family holing in community sen u e
iday presents, including
event-- oi an\ number of
16extra toys for the children,
things." nid (uni< i Mitl
and
the family pay
I Ink, HKXlB club direcI think we deserved the theirhelped
bills.
tor at i rfee
Each team member conaward, and [being on
I hdi club Bubmita a
tributed $10, parents sent
paragraph at the end of
the
team]
is
tons
of
fun.
donations and the team
i nth explaining
why they should be the
-BrookeAshcran
>^?^TL
y
sports (lub oi the month
sophomore club volleyball player ^^u|_ and ■{ was a hug£
"I think we deserved
%%
success,"
Muftoz
said.
the award, and living on
The team is now in the
the team] is tons of fun,"
heart of their season, and recently went 3-2
sophomore member Brooke Ashcraft said.
at an Ohio State University invitational.
The women's club volleyball players,
On Saturday, the team will host a tourdespite being highlv successful and expenament at UREC, its last home meet of the
rienced have taken much time out of their
season. After spring break, the team will
schedule i<- show why they deserve the
play at Virginia Tech on March 17, then
honor I heir practice and meet schedules
will travel to Charlottesville for two
.ire ttme-COnauming and rigorous, somestraight weekends. The team will compete
time-, ending In body bruises after compein a tri-match at the University of Virginia
tition. 1 lowever. the occasional black and
on March 24, followed by a separate tourblue marks signify the level of intensity
nament on March 31. The season finishes
and hard work that is displayed when the
up on April 11, when the players will travplayers sacrifice their bodies for victory
el to Kansas City, Mo. for the NIRSA
and teammates I he commitment is cerCollegiate
Sport
Club
National
t.nniv paying o0
Championships.
We b") to give it our all in practices
Displaying
the
epitome
of
team
unity,
and comcctirionSr" Ashcraft said. "Most
the club is led by senior tri-captains
of us have been playing [volleyball] for a
Munoz, Katie Bundy and Stephanie
long til'
Wester. The other officers are vice presi( lub volleyball a year-round sport,
dent Leeanne Talbott and the secretary is
with tryouta in September.
Wester. Bundy is co-treasurer along with
Imately 90women tried out, and
sophomore Ashley Walklcy and sopho24 were chosen A few players have
more Tracy Johnston serves as the team's
since quit and the team now has 20
sports club representative. By attending a
active members
single practice or match, it is easy to
I 01 the preseason, the team traveled
stall writer

-:
-

notice the team's cohesiveness and camaraderie that is important for a sport such
as volleyball.
"We've done many team-bonding
events, such as a camping trip in late
September and roller-skating last
month," Muftoz said. Events such as
these only help to strengthen an alreadyexisting bond among the athletes. Team
members get a chance to get out of their
normal playing gear at the end of each
semester, as they host a semi-formal to
cap off the grueling season.
The team has raised over $10,000 in
fund-raising overall, an incredible
amount for any sport club. Among
some of their fund-raising events are
car washes, several patio sales and selling T-shirts.
With each successful event, the team
will continue to prove why it deserves to
be "Sport Club of the Month."

SARAH HVJRMtoninbuttng photographer
Sophomore club oflcer Tracy Johnston (rttfit)

Hoyas chased
off by JMU, 5-0
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
The JMU women's tennis
team chalked up its first win
of the spring in convincing;
fashion on Saturday afternoon by sweeping the
Hoyas of Georgetown 5-0 in
Bridgewater. The match was
moved indoors due to
weather conditions. With the
win, the Duke's record
improved to 1-2 overall in
the young season.
A few players commented on the first two
matches prior to playing
Georgetown.
"Those
first
two
££
matches

were reaiiy

"We
did
well
on
Saturday" Michaux said of
the team's effort. "Fverybody
was playing with a lot of confidence, though I wouldn't
call this match easy. I don't
think any one team is easier
than another."
The winning was contagious as third-seeded junior
Elizabeth Simon won her
match in straight sets over
Georgetown's Julie Horn 6-1,
6-0. Fourth-seeded freshman
Margie Zesinger rounded
out the singles competition
by beating her opponent,
Lindsay Manwell, in straight
sets 6-1, 6-2.
Zesinger's
singles

Everyone played UD \0

™

reco

on

me ear a,so
tough for
, /
• i •
i
y
their potential in the improved to
us," sophom o r e
singles matches.
Due to the
Christy
indoor forMichaux
—
Shell
Grover
mat,
the
said. "Both
red-shirt sophomore tennis player ^ ■ ^
anj
of the other
••
sixth seeds.
schools we
Michaux
played
and
freshman Spencer
against (ODU and VCU)
Brown were both forced to
have indoor facilities that
sit out their singles matches.
they are used to playing
Instead of the usual six sinon, so it was rough."
gles matches and three douRed-shirt
sophomore
bles matches, only one douShell Grover said, "The first
bles match was played. The
two matches are always a
usually third-seeded doucouple of rough ones. But I
bles team of Michaux and
thought we really stepped
senior
Sarah
Granson
up today."
moved up to play in the
In singles action, the top
number
one
spot
and
four seeds had no problem
improved their doubles
disposing of GU's top four.
record to 1-1 on the season
Senior Sheri Puppo set the
by beating the Hoyas' doutone, only needing two sets
bles team of Caroline
to beat GU's Jordan Botjer, 6Marshall
and
Hadley
3, 6-0, and improving her
Muckerman, 9-8.
individual record to 1-2 on
"The
doubles
match
was
the season. Second-seeded
senior Lauren Dalton was definitely tighter than the
singles matches were,"
able to notch her first indiGrover said. "But overall it
vidual win of the season by
seemed
that
everyone
seemingly breezing by her
played up to their potential
opponent,
GU's
Lara
in the singles match-ups. We
Madonia, also in two sets at
kicked their butts."
6-2,6-2.

JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE
Our experienced chefs create a fun atmosphere
at the Japanese Steakhouse tables...
Your table's personal chef chops, dices, sizzles, and
stir fries your meal into a memorable and
entertaining dining experience.
Price starts at $9.95

* banquet facilities available for reservation*
ABC On

CHIANG HOUSE
829 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(540) 574-4901 (540) 574-4902
*NOW HIRING*

TUES FEB 27 m

■:M1^:III«

A prelude to spring break! Blowout bash, with outrageous specials!
cheap!cheap!cheap!
featuring...

FiGHTiNG GRAViTY"
Tickets on sale now at Mainstreet & Plan 9 in
Harrisonburg or contact The Port Republic Band.

...with special guest "THE pORT REPUBLIC BAND"
153 S. Main Street Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.MainstreetRocks.com
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Seniors leave Convo victorious
Bv

DREW WILSON

staff writer
Wednesday night, as
)MU took on the College
of William & Mary, senH n Mickey Dennis and
Dwayne Braxton suited
up for their final home
game as Dukes.

The Last Stand

All Sports Writers
Important Meeting
Today 5 p.m.

Breeze office
I nits needs a little one-on-one with ya'll

Avenging an earlier
battering by the Tribe in
their first matchup this
season on |an. 24, JMU led
the entire second half en
route to a 67-56 victory.
W&M grabbed an
early 40 lead, but the
Dukes fought back to
gain the lead after a 3pointer
by
Dennis.
Dennis was in his first
game back since Dec. 21
after being sidelined
with a stress fracture in
his foot.
"We were not sun? how
Mickey would do," assistant coach Kenny Brooks
Hid Me has been practicing well, but we were not
sure if it was just because
he had fresh legs. 1 le came
out, played hard and hit
two 3s."
Both teams would
almost
match
each
other basket for basket
for the whole first half.
With one minute 38 seconds left the Dukes
secured the lead for
good and headed to the
locker rooms with a 2521 advantage.
The
second
halt
belonged to JMU, as thev
outscored the Tnbe 42-35.
Though W&M closed to

within 5 points, the Dukes
held them off.
"I've had a lot of
memories here at the
Convo and I wanted to
leave on a winning
note," Braxton said.
"We owed W&M from
the last meeting so it
was sort of a revenge
thing along with winning our last home
game of my senior
year. I honestly felt like
breaking down in tears
after the game, but God
has my life mapped out
and I just have to face
adversity.
"The important thing
is that we got the win, but
it's hard to believe that
my List game here at JMU
is over," Braxton said.
Caskill Mid, "We just
wanted for them to go out
with a win."
The Dukes were led
in scoring by Caskill and
freshman guard Chris
Williams, who both had
13 points. Caskill also
added 12 rebounds and
three blocks. Junior forward Tim Lyle scored 11
points, while sophomore
guard David Fanning
added 10 points.
The Tribe were led by
sophomore
guard
Sherman Rivers, who
scored a game-high 18
points. Senior forward
Jim Moran chipped in 13
points in the loss.
Where Eagles Dare
On
Saturday,
the
Dukes
traveled
to
Washington, D.C. to face

American University for
the final CAA matchup.
The Eagles handed JMU
a 63-48 loss, ending an
11-game losing streak
Though JMU was
only outscored by 1
point in the second half.
the first half made the
difference. American,
who opened the game
with a 13-3 run, held
the Dukes to only three
field goals in the first
half and entered halftime with a 28-14 lead.
The Eagles, who are
headed to the Patriot
League next season,
would extend their lead
to as much as 21 points
in the second half on
their way to victory.
The Dukes shot just 29
percent from the field
and
committed
16
turnovers.
"Against American,
we were not hitting our
shots and they were hitting everything they
threw- up," Williams Mid.
I just do not think that
we were there for that
game for some reason.
They came out with a lot
of emotion and wen? hitting all of their ihotl
They just played well and
we did not."
JMU was led in scoring
by Williams' 15 points.
Sophomore Pat Mitchell
added 9 points off the
bench.
For the Eagles, junior
guard Vladimir Buscaglia
scored a game-high 18
points. Junior center

Patrick Doctor added 15

points,
while
senior
BIBld RanaM I learns had
11 points.
"It was very disheartening to go to AU
after a win against
William
&
Mary,"
Braxton said. "It was an
important
game,
because it would possibly move us up in the
seedings for the CAA
tournament. With the
loss, we are now the
sixth seed, and we did
not want that. The
game had great significance, but we did not
play like it meant anything "
American
entered
Saturday'! game having
lost 16 of their last 17
games, mainly because of
off-the-court problems.

Getting Ready for
the Madness
Despite the victory
by the Eagles, JMU
holds the upper hand in
the CAA series with a
28-12 advantage
The Dukes end the
season with a record of 1116, 6-10 in the CAA, finishing in eighth place during the conference regular
season. I lowever, because
the
University
of
Richmond, East Carolina
I tmersity and American
will be joining different
conferences next season.
They will not be eligible
for the CAA tournament,
which locks JMU in as the
sixth seed going into the
tournament beginning on
March 3 in Richmond.

\j ^/
What'd you think of today's issue?

Hani

CALL TODAY TO SET
UP AN APPOINTMENT
TO SIGN YOUR
LEASE!!!
OFFICE/MODEL
1512 DEVON LANE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

432-5525
9 a.m - 5 p.m. M-F
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L/^SLL1L£L2S
FOR RENT
Rent Neat School Yaar • Double
wide trailer on hese 'arm 8 mi
out Port HO 2 btdroom, deck, AC
J385/mo include* utilities.
23*9781
S, 4, or ■ M Uslts Avettesse ■
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starling at $150/bedroom Apple
Real Estate, inc 540-433-9576

J-M
APARTMENTS
4.W-KWMK Anytime!
2001 - 2002

1 BR Apl SMO/mo.
2 BR Apl. S-WXVmo.
or S200/person
3RR Apl. S5IO/mo.

I Iro i Anthony Sesgei
bedrooms. 2 baths, fully furnished.
■II appliances, no utilities, private
parking, private yard. S270 each,
574-3057.

One ..I ihr,!.-*<( ,.n»ri,-.,M..IMl '

Ml. View Drive Town he wee • 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance, 1195/month. 1 year
lease
(8/018/02).
W/D
(703)4505008
2, 4, ■ ■eeroem Heeeae some withm walking distance. Call
8679375.
Hunters Ridge Townhome
S215/mo..
well maintained.
privately managed, rent negotiable
for full floor suite. For info call
Joanna Btdweii. 574-4455

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
I Dtfliwa
Madison Terrace
Hunter* Rklee
Glngrrlirrad
Vortuiq at 8350
2 Dcdf QvDl
Hunters KJ<lgc
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace
Starting of 9212.50
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
Madleon Garden*
Madlsan Trtr.nr
Madison Square
University Hare
Starting at SJ 75
Mountain Virw Height*
Hunters Ridge
Madison Manor
University Plarr
University Court
College Station
Fox Hill
Country Club Court
Starling al $ 175
Hunters K*dge Loft

Starr via tit S275
targe Selection
of Houses!
Punk bouser a) Associate*
Property Management, lac.
ft/oetfwiknouwMtUKH

3

O.erbullt Market Means Great
Savings lor
Yoa
See
www casrieproperfycom for houses
with rooms starting at $175 Call
564 2659

Ethernet Available !

Hunter'e Ridge Tewnheuse •
furnished. 2 bedroom units with
turmshed kitchen. 1260/person.
CabW included1 703-7370103 Of
5404854532

Large 2 •eeroem Apart meats (or 20012002 W/D. A/C.
1 5 bathrooms, quiet student
complei. Call 564-2659 or see
www. c#»lJeproper ty com

House 1170 Msrrtson Street
bedroom. W/D. 433-2126.

or S17(Vpcr«.on
4 BR Apl. S7207mo.
orSIKO/pcrson
Kline Rciilt) Property
Management
The |i(x«d jpjirtmenK go fat,

to come by anil sec us'
VKU as al: www.cfv.eom/~renl
Heuss • 4 BR. 2 bath, ranch with
nice finished basement Gas heat.
AC. Behind Olde Mill Village 1534
Central Ave. $250. 2348584.

Perl Republic • 1.5 bedroom
cottage with porch m historic river
area $550 rent/deposit includes
water/sewer/trash. No pets/no
smoking. 2495449
Huntsr'. mage a BI. a baths,
top floor condo. furnished, new
refrigerator, mattresses, sofa
cushions. LR carpet, paint. Family
managed 10 month lease.
$175/bedroom Call owner at
757 4810162
or
e-mail
sheavoeTjuno corn
Nags Heat*, NC - Relatively new
house m eiceliem condition. Fully
furnished, washer and dryar.
dishwasher, central A/C. Available
May 1 through August 31.
Sleeps 8. $2.3O0/month. Call for
details, 757850-1532 or email
tenntfMeftMrvi.net.

Sattat May, Jane, My • Okte Mill.
Price negotiable. Call 4383208.

4 Bedroom House

House • Energy efficient, 6
bedroom, laundry, parking, bus.
Water St. $225/mo. 2348584

2 baths. 2 living rooms.
2 kitchens. W/D. DW. wired tor
OSL. August 2001 • year lease.
$960/month deposit

Townhouse ■ Moiintala View Drive •
3.5 baths. 4 bedrooms, furnished
433-2126

433-0984

3 ■ea'roeei Naaae - beside
campus, good condition. Available
7/1/01 J675. 4331569
2 and 3 BR University Place
2001 2002. deck, appliances,
year lease 4326993.
4 Betfroom. 2 Bath
new. August 1 lease deposit, owner
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath - luiury condo.
new condition 2982074.
Deck House,
Mason Street 2 BK apartment.water
milliard S230/prrson

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom, furnished.
W/D. D/W, A/C. 3700/mo.
Liberty Street 2 blocks from campus. 2
or 3 bedroom townhouse.
water Included.
8250/person. 3 levels.

large rooms.
Very Nice 3 BR House Near EMU. 2 bath. W/D.
D/W. S275/pereon.

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
■ NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Realty
Property MR ml.

438-8800
Visit our web siteu,utu7.c/ii'.com/-r«,nt

65 Wesl Fairview

1SS N. High 12 large bedroom. 4
baths. 3 kitchens. $2880 867 9375

Size Matters
4 bedroom
2.5 bath
1500 sq.ft.
front door parking
ethernet available
microwave
dishwasher
washer & dryer
deck or patio
$250 not furnished"
$275 furnished"
'par b«droom
roommata situations available

801-0660
tit I'll.(Kill! .Rli

FOR SALE
Free Puppyl - to a good home
Mued breed Great temperment
Win pay for one vet visit Please
cell Heather at 4382226.
letter than stoatt completely
furnished 4 bedroom condo on bus
route View, deck and yard. $49,900,

Oft-c emeus Housing Available . 1.
2 and 3 story to*nhouses and
condos and 5 bedroom, 3 bath
condos available tor 2001/2002.
For listings, floor plans and
locations contact University
Realty 4344444. unvr'ryOgfe net.
www un/versrtyeatty com
Rrtee Reeaatten • Owners want to
fill the* proper be* for 20012002. 3.
4.648 bedroom houses and
duplesss evaesbte w<h rooms as low
as $175 See wvwvcasOep'opsrty.com.
564-2669
Houses • 2 bedroom. Bluestone
Si . 3 bedroom S. High Street. 4
bedroom Ohio Ave. Ready 8/01/01.
information. 5400799548.
Nag* Head Student Summer
Rental - 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
central A/C. $400/montn/student.
6 students, May 1 August 31.
252 2556328
AJfftest New 1 RR Apartments •
excellent condition, stove, ref.,
W/D. some with dishwashers.
Available 8/17/01 $400 425
No pets. 4331569
3 Reevoewi Hawse - good condition.
W/D.
available
8/17/01.
$675/mo. 433-1569
Furnished 3BR To ash I Ml - 2001
2002 1 1/2 baths, deck,
appliances, nee, close. $750/mo.
Year lease, 432 6993. Walk to
campus.
Nags Hese Mutant Rental - 3BR.
2 BA May 4 to Sept. 4.
$1800/mo plus utilities AC. W/D,
furnished. 6 persons. VA res. (w)
804748-5851; (h) 804794-6904.
2 BA Townhouse • great condition,
very closel W/0. 2001-2002.
$525/mo. 4331569

wrth
local circulation ready to move to
the neit level. Can (540)434 2829
end leave a moil age.

$18 CAP &
GOWN at
GRAPWE.csR.COM
No taxf

»•«•" «3 »»opM 10 Lo.1 up 10
10 Ida by Match 30 ■ Brand new'
Just Dalented' Of approved' I lost
23 IDs in 1 month 800-495-3652
local Co Loo*m« to. lanaacaaiaf
Personnel • mowing, trimming,
mulching, planting, etc. Good pay
and benefits PI and FT 298-1866
i - Earn up to $500 per
weak assembling products al
home. No experience
Into
504 646 1700 Oepl V* 4806
TRAVEL OUT Wim
Southwestern Co.

Summer Internship
Fxcelleni experience Average
first summer $7,000 Onl> selecting
independent A iharp students
For information call 442-9934.
WeJtn
a Needed • Apply at Jess
Lunch. Must be available to won.
lunches. Sophomores and Juniors
preferred

Money Back Guaranteed
Kegorater Kite, Tape - Beer/wine
making. Bluestone Cellars,
downtown. 4326799.
Spring Clothes are Here! (i.'t A
Thrift. 227 N. Mem

HELP WANTED
Youth Baseball and Softball
Umpires • it you are interested m
umpiring <n the Hartisonoorg little
League Association, please contact
Tommy Thomas at 433-9168 or
come by the Harrlsonburg Parks
and Recreation Department and
leave your name and phone
number. Thts is a pM position and
experience is a plus, however, we
win tram.
$?/Heur Plus 11 SO/Month
Hsuskvg Allowance ■ Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application online at
iMvwrrrwortn.com

• 1 Spring Break Vacations'
Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas & Florida. Book
Cancun A get free meal plan. Earn
cash & go free' Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1800-234 7007.
end^isurnmer tours. com.

Waste a Mnseeweo Hart Summer •
Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Central
Virginia) Summer Camp Staff
Positions- Resident Lifeguard.
Nurse/EMT. Store Keeper/Office
Assistant. Performing Arts
Instructor. Training included.
Application deadline: as soon as
qualified person can be placed.
Employment period: May 28-Aug
17. 2001 Contact Bryan Branch.
Program Director 804-2485444.
Rt 2. Boa 630. Appcmetloi VA
24522 bbrencfteXt edu EOAA

WANTED
Roommate Wanted • S259/mo
including free Ethernet, cabte and
local telephone Please call Mike
at 4383835
Ctn-lorparts. 8675871.
Roommate Wanted ■ S285/mo
Great location and perksi Call
Lance or Ken at 432 0060
looking
lor
Responsible
Roommate - for 3 story townhouse
Grad students welcome, privacy.
good location, non-smoker, dogfriendly. 1350/mo.. deposit. 1/2
utilities Caa 43J0523 asep.

-57«?

damaica
Bahamas

ill
V5«/

Panama d

PERSONALS
Male Escorts Cheap) Totally
confidential E mail any questions
www/nu_escor fsdViotmaif com
rtrrd of bring a gtorUVd jfopbn
to eour tumnwr )oba?
Ttirnalirnupkalhe JMU

7th Annual Internship Fair
v\ 0i J |rtb that ikil .■ kl .-.illiiilwrxpmmre to yinir rrwumF.
VWi hrrji //mbjnmLtthi/initT7\fuu
hi rrip-J mtkin drUIW
Want to do somelhitu; thai
counts this summrr?
An- you Interested In PAID
work experience?
VISIT
http://cobJnui.trlu/ tiilcrnfalr
i ■■■..-■

i

■

Subscriptions
to the bigger,
better Breeze
are Available!
For only $30 for
third class mailings.
or $75 for first
class mailings, you
can receive an
entire year of
ft* Breeze'

Roommate Wanted • S290/mo
Call Jackie at 442 4496.

SERVICES
NOTICE
For more inf.-rnuMi.an and
auivtaiKc regarding the
investigation nf financing
bu*incw (lpponunitifi. contact
ihe Better BUMACM Bureau. Inc.
l-tHW.5.U-550l

RECOMMENDS
These women told stories that changed the way
people thought and lived.

Originally sung in New York's Cafe Society, these
revolutionary lyrics take on a life of their own in
this revealing account of the song and the struggle
it personified.

"An exuberant novel about dreaming big
dreams and honoring black heroes."
-Black Issues Book Review

UNIVERSITY.

CanCUn

Go Dtract = Savbtgsl »: nternf
based company offering wholesale
Spring Break packages (no
middlefnen)1 Zero traveler cornplarsa
last
year
1800 367 1252
www springbrea*d<reci com

THE

aC
ftj JAMES
^vFMADISON
BOOKSTORE

Mim-mii

Sprlag Break
Panama City
Beach. Deytono. South Beach. Fl.
Best parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest Prices* 1-800-575 2026
www mvsprmgorea*. net

Part-Tana CMM Care ■ for 9 mo.
old in Staunton home. Mon /Wed
11 a.m.4:15 pm.. Friday 9 a.m..
4:30 p.m. Responsible, caring.
experience and/or studies In early
childhood required, non-smoker
Please call Bonnie. 5408853809.
e-ma.l Wrrv»owne>compuse* ve.com

plus lax

Better Price

SPRING BREAK

S1SOO Weekly Potential - .■ i - g
our circulars Free information Call
202452 5901.

James Madison 842

Same Quality.

Computer Monitor Notebook Sales
and Service • PC, MAC Call

Please send your name,
address & payment t0:
The Breeze
c/o Subscriptions
James Madison University
Gl, AnthonySeeger Hall
MSC6805
Harcisonburg, VA 22807
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Front cover by: Seth Casana
Back cover by: Brendan Fagan
DearTurf,

m

Just wanted to congratulate the Turfies
on a fantabulous issue this time around. It
came out on my birthday, thus making my
day all the more merry.
I laughed my ass off all day, then I
brought a copy home to my dad last night
and he laughed his ass off. All in all, you
kids rock and I can't wait for the next issue.
Butter and gravy,
Jess Gladis
freshman, SMAD

Selected Web sites:
http://sex-offender.vsp.state.va.us/
This will take you to the Virginia
State Police home page to a section
where you can search for sex offenders
in your community. You'll be shocked
to learn how many there are and how
close they live to you. Most are listed
with accompanying photographs.
www.uglypeople.com
Okay, so it's a little mean-spirited,
but the people found on this Web site

are truly ugly. On your next fat day or
bad hair day, just take a quick look at
this site and you'll go to class feeling
like a model. The best part is the "couples" section. It's always nice when
people like this find each other.

www.pixyland.org/)
This is the sickest thing we've ever
seen. This person should be gassed.
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PRERAMBLE
RINGLEADERS
■ ALEX VESSELS
■ DEBORAH ARMUSEWICZ

EXECUTIVEEDITORS
■ GINA MONTEFUSCO
■ ALISON MANSER

CONTRIBUTORS
■

KEISHA BANKS

■

NIKKJ SOWERS

■

DAN FATTON

■

CRISTIN PALUMBO

■

NICK FABER

■

BRENDAN FAGAN

■

JAY CARPENTER

■

KRISTIN WILSON

■

SETH CASANA

■

CYPRIAN MENDEUUS

■

KELLY MANION

■

ALLIE HENRY

■

LACY CREWS

■

YASER AL-KEUDDAR

■
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INFO
The opinions and ideas expressed in
Turf do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members of Turf or The Breeze, or The
Breeze as a whole.
Mailing Address:
Turf at The Breeze
Gl Anthony- Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127

February is winding down, and that means Valentine's Day
has come and gone, leaving in its wake make ups, break ups,
and hook ups. Since spring break, that wonderful week of
debauchery and loose morals, is approaching, we decided to feature the worst hook-ups of all time (pages 10-11), and some
helpful advice from true playas to keep you out of these sticky
situations, wherever they may arise (page 4).
We are both seniors, and like the rest of our class, senioritis
is hitting hard. We've spent many a night this semester at bw-3
... we've compiled a list of hot spots around Harrisonburg to better accomodate your particular strain of senioritis (pages 16-17).
Guys, make sure you look right for the ladies/fellas before you
go out — consult our tips on how to be Big Primpin' at JMU
(page 9). If you have any doubts, just see how your looks rates
on amihotornot.com (page 6).
On a more serious level, we discovered during a staff meeting
that a number of our staffers have been tested for HIV. After discussing this issue with other friends and associates, we realized
that getting tested for HIV is a fairly common practice, and that
the fears our generation holds are very real. We have two personal accounts of what getting tested at the Health Center is
really like, and exactly how to go about getting tested (page 12).
But mostly this issue is all about bitching, complaining, and
having fun. We even scored an interview with Ben Schumin of
Front magazine fame (page 8). We wish you all a crazy (but
safe!) spring break, and expect to see JMU representin' on at
least one "Girls Gone Wild" clip.

Alex Vessels
Turf Editor

Deborah Armusewicz
Assistant Turf Editor

Things that got us through this issue:

Food: Door 4, bw-3 mild wings

Songs: Trina - "Pull Over (that ass too
fatl)/ 2Pac - "Amerika's Most Wanted,"
Mos Def, Pharoahe Monch, and Nate
Dogg - "Oh No," Bell Biv DeVoe - "BBD
(I Thought It Was Me!)/' and "Do Me!"

Activities: Instant Messenger stalking,
talking on the radio, taping "Temptation
Island"

Drinks: tall Bud Lights at bw-3, vending machine Cokes with ice, Slurpees

Miscellaneous: Making fun of Xris,
getting in fights with bouncers, Peter
Pan imitator Web sites, Cool 98.5

"The revolution will not be televised." — Gil Scott-Heron
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Player's Anthem: Just The Way Players Play
Advice by: Keisha Banks and Cristin Palumbo
Welcome to the year 2001. As far as we know,
this is no longer the 1920s. Back then showing your ankles and other "unlady-like" behavior,
would land you a job in the county whorehouse.
Luckily for us, we've evolved to at least pretend it's
OK for women to openly yearn for some sexual
healing. Let us begin by expressing our frustration
with the double standards we still deal with today.
If you are a guy and hook-up all the time, you're a
porn-star and it's a good thing; while a woman in
the same situation would be a full-fledged hussy.
So this one goes out to all those ladies who still
need a little help catching up to the times. There is
nothing wrong with getting a little sumpin'sumpin', as long as you do it tastefully. Here are
some tips that are often overlooked, but will help
you in your hooking endeavors.

while a guy would rip the hair out of his legs one
by one before he refused any kind of sexual proposal. Knowing these truths is essential for a successful night out.
2. You have to realize that it isn't
about what you wear; it's how
you wear it (take it from the
champs, cleavage never hurt
anyone). As long as you're comfortable with flaunting your
assets, looking hot is inevitable.

1. Hooking-up is all about attitude. Remember this
about your prey, they are:
a) not as intelligent as we are
b) also looking for luvin'
c) often mistaken for walking, talking vibrators
You must realize that they are at our mercy, and
not the other way around. A girl can withhold sex,

3. One word - undergarments.
No guy wants to be reminded of
Grandma big drawers while trying his best to be Rico Suave. At
least on the weekends, sport a
matching set of bra and
panties to entice your prey.
For the love of God, we
know you all love your
booty pants, but please take
the time to pick up a thong to
keep people looking at your

Most of you may know me as "That Guy" or
"D-hall Boy", but I'm not here to talk
about me. I'm here to talk about you
and what you need to do to increase
your chances of well ... you figure it
out!
First of all, guys, if you think you're a
player, you're not. In all honesty, your ego
is writing checks your body can't cash! No
one likes a big ego: especially if you can't pull
it off. So leave it at the door and shut the hell
up.
Secondly, your goals may be adjusted according to whether or not you're out for a partner (you
DO want a partner, don't ya?) or if you're out purely for ass (you naughty one, you!) Your problem:
you're currently not getting any and you would like
some. At this point, it becomes an issue of marketing.
The problem is getting your message out to
your target market. We've narrowed it down to
JMU and further to the niche market here that I
like to call "top skirts." We're talking the best of
the best. Again, you must further narrow that
market to "top skirts" that are 1) not in sororities
and 2) not from the state of New Jersey. (Note: I
don't have anything against sorority girls nor New
Jersey but thought it would be appropriate considering past experiences. So, fuhgeddaboutit!)
You've basically narrowed down your market to
about 10 to 15 women. Now what mediums would
be appropriate to reach those lucky few? The most
influential and least expensive type of media
would be best... word of mouth.

Advice by: Jay Carpenter
The problem with this is that people are
twice as likely to complain to others
about a negative experience rather
than they are to talk about a positive
experience. What this means is that
you must make every person you come
into contact with as happy as humanly
possible and have a zero defect and
return rate. You must "wow" them with
your generosity, good looks, boyish charm,
and personality (especially sense of humor).
My recommendation to you — make every
night a Saturday night. If you leave
your house (even to run a fiveminute errand), dress to
impress ... always and everywhere. Your friends have to be
equally as good looking. If
they're not jacked and hot... get
the f#@* out!
Now that you have the attitude,
there are few other things I must
mention that are essential. Thanks to the wonderful technology of CD burners, you can make
"hook-up" mixes for when you're romancing the
ladies. These CDs should include "good" music
such as Dave Matthews ("#41," "Crush," "Crash
Into Me," etc.) Tonic ("If You Could Only See")
Chris Isaak ("Wicked Game"), and Peter Gabriel
("In Your Eyes").
Don't forget to hit the weight room. If you're
five-foot, eight inches, you should be at least 210
pounds at 5 percent body fat, ripped as hell ("torn
up") and be able to bench press 315 lbs. like it's air.

booty and not your panty lines (going Commando
is also an option).
4. Keep your shit clean. You know how you hate to
kiss a scruffy beard. Take from that what you
will.
5. You think he's hot, you're not going to lie
about it... you've had a few beers, so work
that ass. Don't be afraid to make the first
move. Just because guys are born with balls
doesn't mean that they actually know how
to use them.
As ladies that have seen our share of failed and
successful hooking, we would like to offer you this
advice. Hooking up can be anywhere from a
French kiss to the Funky Fandango, just be sure
your partner knows your definition. We're not lobbying for the campus to become a breeding ground
for wild orgies, it's just time for ladies to stop feeling like they are giving up ass ... and realize that
they should be getting ass.

Pay attention to your legs, fellows. No one wants to
see a guy with a huge upper body yet would topple
over like drunk Jenga if the wind were to pick up
to five miles per hour due to his neglect of his everimportant quads and calves. Creatine is a must if
you're trying to get jacked. The streets must flow
with it!
Hair is also key. You must have a good amount
of gel in your hair so that it doesn't get messed up
when you're rolling in your phat ride with the windows down, sunroof out, and 2Pac, DMX or Rage
Against the Machine blaring loud as hell from your
jacked-up system. Never dye your hair so that it is
2 different colors (like Christina Aguilera) or dye it
18 different colors a semester. Facial hair depends.
If you can pull it off, more power to you but in general, girls don't like the molester mustache. Your
best bet is to have a clean shave as smooth as a
baby's butt.
It's also important to own as much expensive
cologne as possible. Currently, I have 12 bottles in
my possession. My favorites are Drakkar Noir,
Aqua di Gio and Abercrombie Woods. You can't go
wrong with those scents
One last thing — confidence is everything. If
you're confident in yourself, it'll show and more
people will like you for that. Never go out intending to hook up (Of course, you're so money you
should expect it). You should be more mindful of
what's really important in life: success, money,
getting jacked and consequently getting ripped.
Guys, all girls are smarter than us. Just go out and
have fun with your friends. Remember: desperation is the worst cologne.

TTJQJF
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cruisingforsex.com: For a
Story by: Deborah Armusewicx and Alex Vessels Photos by: Alex Vessels

Cruisingforsex.com is a place "where sex
and a filthy baseball cap, a man of
is both our pleasure and our mission."
approximately 40 years of age with a
Cruising is a term used to describe the act of
mustache strode toward us. But as soon
gay men looking for random sexual encounas he spotted us around the corner, he
ters. The Web site consists of an extensive
pivoted on his heel and busted through
listing of hotspots all around the nation
the doors and took off running down the
where gay men can anonymously knock
stairs. We weren't about to let this one
boots. Cruising for sex on college campuses
get away! We took the outside stairs two
is apparently such a widespread practice
at a time, hoping to head him off on the
that it is a completely different section of
second floor. Sure enough, there he was,
the site. So vast is cruising that James
trotting toward the post office. As soon
Madison was listed along with many other
as we came through the door, he picked
Virginia schools such as Virginia Tech and
up the pace and put some distance
University of Virginia. JMU's listing
between us. He was frantically turning
includes comprehensive directions and
around to see if we were gaining on him.
advice.
Time was on his side, and he ducked
Two main areas were listed — Warren Hall
through the door leading to the TDU
and the Medical Arts building. Warren was
stairs.
particularly noted for having a "cruisy toiWe refused to be duped by this old
let" on the third floor. The Web site reports,
trick, and we ran to the end of the hall to
"Lots of action while classes are in session.
the stairs leading outside. We exploded
Sometimes high traffic area, usually move Detailed graffiti inside the D-hall men's bathroom through the doors just in time to see him
to third floor restrooms for more privacy."
running into the parking lot and scramJust so there is no confusion, the site provides squeaking. In his haste, Alex accidentally bling into a Bronco with Va. plates and a
directions to the Godwin parking lot and how to elbowed the hand dryer and the bathroom was Confederate flag sticker on the back window.
get to Warren from there.
filled with the roar of hot air.
Out of breath and out of luck, we were forced to
Frantically, we ran all the way outside and give up the chase. Now, you can draw whatever
When we heard about this phenomenon, we
were intrigued. We told our staff about it and tried to collect our bearings. We know knew conclusions you choose, but we are convinced
asked for someone to volunteer to go undercov- that there was someone in there and that the we caught a cruiser in the act. We never expecter and investigate. Not surprisingly, there were individual had been in there for at least 15 min- ed to find this here on our own campus.We
no enthusiatic takers. Howeverrthat Saturday utes but we still weren't sure if they were truly asked sophomore Marfa WiFson,"a Ha"rmony cowhen we were enjoying
handling their business, or if they were on a real coordinator, for her take on this kind of activity
brunch at D-hall, a Tur/staff
live cruise. We asked ourselves the
«i am proud to report that the
member approached us and'
obvious questions: Were his pants lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgendered (LGBT)
informed us that downstairs
bunched around his ankles? No. community boasts a populuation just as diverse
in the D-hall's men's room,
Was there any tell-tale odor? No. as our heterosexual counterparts," she said.
there was graffitti pertaining
We had a hunch about what might
"It follows that LGBT people people are just
to Warren Hall and cruising.
be taking place.
as varied in their expressions of sexual identity.
After we finished eating, we
Feeling brave, we went back in. It is my observation that these subcultures arise
went downstairs to check it out. Sure enough, pur plan was to wait and see just who exited the 0n both ends of the sexuality spectrum. This is
on the inside of the first stall door, there was a bathroom. At this
a case of whatever floats your boat," Wilson
crude inscription saving, "Want a slow bj, win- point, the suspect had
said.
ter/spring 2001, Warren M-F 2-2:30."
been in there for at
While this is not typical or characteristic
Now our sick curiosity was really sparked! We least 20 minutes. We
behavior of gay men, it is disgusting no matter
raced through the rain over to Warren to see crossed our fingers
who is doing it. Go to your own bathroom if
what we might find in the bathroom in ques- that we hadn't scared
that's what turns you on. In our outrage, we
tion. Alex went in first to make sure the coast the alleged cruiser
sent staff reporter Yaser Al-Keliddar to the
was clear, but he quickly came back out upon away. After a few
Warren bathroom on random afternoons
realizing that a stall door was shut. We pon- moments of loitering
between 2 and 2:30. He dutifully waited in the
dered what our next move should be. Far be it around the informabathroom, thumbing through a copy of
from us to bother someone while nature was tion desk, we heard the
Maxim. His patience yielded nothing, not even
open.
The
taking its course. We decided to peek in again, door
a smack on the ass. Our makeshift citizens'
just to make sure there was actually someone in moment of truth was
taskforce on hunting down cruisers seemed to
there. As we crept back in, we spotted black hik- about to be revealed.
have been effective. You can thank us later!
ing boots behind the closed door! With a shout,
Clad in black jeans,
Unless he's sitting at the Medical Arts building
we turned and ran back out, wet sneakers a camoflauge jacket
right now...
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It's amazing what a bored person can find on the
Internet. Over winter break, I got a temp job at a
Fortune 500 telecommunications office in Reston as
a receptionist. If you've seen "Office Space," it was
just like working at Initech.I was !:ke Peter, doing
only 15 minutes of actual work a week. The rest of the
time, I either played Free Cell or surfed the Internet.
My first day at work, I followed a bunch of links
and ended up at possibly the most addictive Web site
ever, www.amihotornot.com.
Here's the basic premise of the site: First of all you
choose if you want to rate pictures of men or women.
Then, you just sit back, mouse in hand, and assess
picture after picture of complete strangers. Your vote
is averaged in with hundreds or thousands of others,
cast by some other sickos like yourself. I mean, who
came up with this idea? Who are you or I to judge
someone else on their looks and let them know about
it?
But then I really thought about it (because I had
plenty of alone time with my brain) and I started
wondering what kind of person would submit their
picture to be subjected to the opinions of voyeurs,
perverts and bored folks like me. So, of course, I
decided to submit a picture myself.
Now, since I was at work in Northern Virginia and
my computer was still in Harrisonburg, I had very
limited resources through which I could obtain a digitized photograph of myself. But, I finally grabbed
one off of my friend's Web site. It was about three
years old and it was a bad picture anyway, but I ended
up with a 7.6 (out of 10). That's not very hot at all.
Maybe I just think too highly of my roguish good
looks.
While voting myself, I noticed something very
interesting in the trends of the other voters, especially with pictures of women. (I always select "women

only," just because I feel more comfortable eyeing
strange women than men. That's just a natural part of
virtual voyeurism.) What I noticed was that the
women seemed to be rated better if they wore less. I
swear, some really "not hot" girls were averaging
around 8 or 9, simply because they exposed their
midriffs. And cleavage will always tip the scales.
I can't help but think, "What's wrong with our society?" It's fair for me to say that this fun little site is a
reflection our priorities and values. First of all, our
culture is one of status. That's especially evident with
the recent popularity of gargantuan SUVs and
Abercrombie gear.
I also wonder why some of these people put their
pictures up there in the first place. Peruse some of the
awful photographs. If you're really ugly, you probably
know so. So, why do you need thousands of strangers
to affirm your bad looks? I was disheartened by a 7.6.
I can't imagine logging on to a Web site everyday and
seeing an abundance of ones and twos.
Back to my theory of status symbols and how they
influence our perception. Like I said earlier, some
unattractive girls in nice clothes or skimpy clothes
were deemed "hot," and I think it's just because of
how they were dressed. I put this theory to the test
myself. Now, I'm not saying I'm that hot in the first
place, but I wanted to see if I could manipulate my
ratings by wearing different clothing. And using my
results, I could determine how I should dress if I want
to be hot. I had my boy, junior Ryan Pudloski, take a
few shots of me in various garbs from my own closet.

The Pictures
My first pose was the "artsy guy." I wore a black
mock turtleneck and with orange-tinted glasses. I
messed up my hair, and made a really forlorn expression on my face. I held up a copy of "Hamlet" and a

The Results Are Back:

Linwood Rose
JMU President

To put Nick's theory to the test, we
decided to post photographs of two of
JMU's most powerful men — JMU President
Linwood Rose and Student Government
President Mark Sullivan. If the votes they
received are any indicator, we have two
very hot men running this school.
Mark's mug received 264 votes (the
maximum number of votes taken), with a
whopping 9.9 average I Mark is hotter
than 98 percent of the other men on the
Web site.
Linwood isn't quite as hot, but for an
older guy, he scored really high. (He also
received 264 votes.) His mug shot aver-

Belle and Sebastian CD. I wanted to make sure this
one reeked of pretentiousness. Within 24 hours of
posting this picture, I had accumulated 260 votes,
with an average rating of 8.3. Some people even gave
me nines and tens.
My next alter-ego was the "frat boy." I gelled my
hair nicely. I put on my puffy vest, with my American
Eagle sweater underneath it. I had my picture taken
in front of an Olde English 800 malt liquor banner, to
try to enhance the image as much as I could. This picture earned me an 8.5, after 258 votes, with even
more nines and tens. I guess cyber-chicks really dig
frat boys and OE.
The third picture I submitted was my "cowboy." I
got this really cool cowboy hat over the summer, but
I've always hesitated to wear it in public. Well, thanks
to 255 mouse clicks, you won't soon be seeing me on
campus with that gosh-dern hat. I pulled a 7.6 without a single vote of 10. Ouch.
So, what the heck is my point? What lesson did I
learn from this experience, and what can I pass on to
you? Maybe frat boys get all the chicks for a reason. A
vest and a little AquaNet can go a long way. But it also
pays to be an intellectual, as long as you wear your
love of culture on your sleeve. But leave the rootin'
and tootin' to sexy country singers. Maybe I should
have held a guitar or something.
Maybe there's no real point at all. It's just an arbitrary Web site existing in a virtual, intangible space.
And what about the voters? Obviously they're
indulging in some kind of guilty pleasure by rating
the way other people look. I'm sure there's some dude
out there, bitter about his recent break up, giving
every woman a one to spite womankind.
So, I guess only one question remains:
Am I HOT or NOT?

eaaers
aged a 7.2, making him hotter than 68
percent of the other men.
It is important to note that Mark's picture featured him with gelled hair and a
beaded necklace — very preppy.
According to Nick's research, this look
generally gets high marks.
And Linwood's mug showed him at his
inauguration wearing a purple robe with
that big medallion blingin' across his chest
He looked like royalty!
Not to discount their high ratings and
good looks, but how you dress is everything on amiholornot.com.

Mark Sullivan
SGA President
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UREC Etiquette
Eight Steps to Getting on the Stoirclimber to Heaven
Admonishment and photos by: Alex Vessels
It seems like everybody and their mama
has been hitting UREC this semester. All
of the guilt-ridden holiday indulgers,
New Years resolvers and spring break
preparers are all qlamoring for the same
machines, courts and attention. I, like the
others, have also hopped on the UREC
train.
Who knew physical effort could be so
fun? In addition to your regular exercise
plans, why not try a Freshen's smoothie
before your "Yogafit" class, take a dip in
the pool, enroll in a fitness class, get a
fitness or nutrition assessment or even go
on a nature outing?
All of these are just some of the many options University
Recreation offers. As a user of the facilities, I compiled some tips
that'll prevent you from looking like an clumsy oaf.
1. Never wear a shirt that says something that you'd
never have the nerve to say aloud.
Sure, you coached kickball and you have a shirt that says "manager" or "coach." Rock on. But please, I don't care if it was in the
bargain bin at The Athlete's Foot, don't wear any cheesy slogans
like "Go hard or go home," "Fear this," "Second place is first
loser," "We're working ours off to kick yours" or anything you
thought was bad ass in seventh grade. Can we really believe that
you're so hardcore while doing the mortifying exercises on the "hip
abduction" machine?
2. When walking through the locker room, keep
your eyes half closed.
Seeing your professor naked is worse than sitting on a
thumbtack. Once I made the mistake of changing near the
showers and had the misfortune of seeing two professors
in the buff discuss the extended forecast. I felt like I had
just stumbled upon My Lai. And I still can't look some of
my professors in the eye.
3. You have two minutes, no more or less.
The Precor Elliptical Fitness machines are the most
popular pieces of equipment in the building. After a
machine opens, the person next on the waiting list has 120

seconds to claims his or her spot. If the person next on the list fails to show, the following person may go. Once I had a sturdy,
brassy young miss who was after me take
the machine right from under my nose as I
waited for the next person. Don't let me
catch you in the street, Cherie.
4. Wipe off your machine, please.
Most humans perspire while exercising, it's
natural. That's why UREC lends towels and
holds your JAC card as collateral. So, there
is no excuse for leaving a puddle of
butt/back sweat on that machine, Mister.
Non-students are the worst offenders.
5. Only ladies can (sometimes) wear lycra or spandex.
Look, I know you're built, cut, whatever. That's cool. You don't need
to whip out the mock European gym-bunny style tank tops, tights or
the elastic waistband lifting pants to prove it. I trust you.
6. They can see you in the mirror, you idiot.
Ever think of making fun or pointing out people in Fitness Level One
(free weights)? Don't make an asshole out of yourself and do it there
— people can see your reflection, dummy!
7. The pool/ hot tub/ sauna area isn't make-out city.
Save it for Springer Break.
Friday and Saturday isn't couples only, so why are Marcia and Billy
making out in the hot tub? And why was Matt staring at Billy in the
sauna? UREC isn't the place to make it hot, unless you're working
out, of course.
8. Don't Pull a DJ. Tanner.
In my all-time favorite episode of "Full House"
(Season 4, Episode 76), semi-plumpkin DJ.
Tanner has a 22-minute bout with anorexia/overambitious exercise tendencies at the local gym.
After fasting, she goes to the gym, mounts a stairclimber machine, goes full speed on the highest intensity, and collapses. ("Deejl") Although I've fantasized
about dramatically collapsing at UREC, it wouldn't be
the most attractive way to be wheeled out. Keep your
workout reasonable and be sure to consult an instructor
befo.e pursuing lofty fitness objectives.
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Hello, Schumin!
This sophomore's been clowned in British mags, accused of rabble rousing and still maintains the Schuminweb
Interview by: Yaser Al-Keliddar, Deborah Armusewicz and Alex Vessels
We've all seen him, cruising through East
campus with his 30-pound bookbag on
his back, his helmet, and most importantly,
his scooter. However, Ben Schumin is not
well-known simply because of his mode of
transportation. In case you've been ignoring
the fact that we live in the technology age,
you've probably seen his infamous Web site,
where he chronicles everything from trips to
Wal-Mart to falling off his scooter. Never
willing to miss the opportunity to expose a
campus icon, 7"ur/ has the exclusive interview with this rising web star.

people. I didn't really care about what people
saw or thought. It was mainly a matter of,
OK, I need to get up, I need to grab the scooter because I'm going to be late for a final, I
wasn't worried about being hurt. I ended up
hobbling over to Mr. Chips and washing off
the blood.
T: What's your favorite place to eat on campus?
S: I love D-hall. My favorite thing to eat at Dhall has to be the waffles. Where else in the
world can you eat Belgian waffles the size of
a plate and an inch thick, three meals a day?

TURF: Please state your full name for the
record.
SCHUMIN: It's Benjamin Franklin Schumin.

T: So what kind of music do you listen to?
S: Tom Lehrer is my current favorite artist.
Tom Lehrer has written such songs as "The
Vatican Rag," "The Masochism Tango,"
"Poisoning Pigeons In The Park" and "I Hold
Your Hand In Mine."

T: Are you aware that typing your name into
www.altauista.com yields at least 10 hits?
S: Oh yeah. I type my name in occasionally. It
seems like I'm pretty well-known.
T: Do you make a conscious effort to be
known around campus or is that just something that ended up happening?
S: It really ended up happening. I have my
logo and web address up on my door and I
wear my T-shirt from time to time, but I really
don't go out and hand out flyers or do any constant marketing of myself.
T: Some people have mentioned that you talk to
a lot to people that you don't know.
S: Yeah, I do occasionally. I'm very friendly and
111 say hello to people. You get to know people
very well that way.
T: Have you ever considered running for any
kind of office at JMU?
S: I actually have run for Hall Council both my
freshman and sophomore years. The interesting
thing is that I lost both elections. I ran for president in McGraw-Long my first year, and I ended
up losing. I ended up being the McGraw-Long
Webmaster and I made a hall newsletter that
was e-mailed to everyone every Sunday. In
Potomac (Hall) I ran for publicity chair, did not
get it initially, but then later they got a second
publicity chair.
T: Do you have a favorite TV show?
S: "The Golden Girls."

Photos by: Alex Vessels

T: What kind of music does he play?
S: He plays the piano and sings. In music
stores it's listed as comedy and it is really
funny.
T: Who's your favorite character?
S: Rose. Rose Nylund. I was talking to my mom
over break and I said "Which Golden Girl do you
think I'm most like?" And she said, "Rose." And
it's kind of true.
T: Do you have any interesting stories about
your scooter? Does it have a name?
S: My scooter does not have a name except for
"My Scooter." Interesting stories, let's see. The
fact that I had eight accidents during the course
of the fall semester.
T: Were you hurt in any of these accidents?
S: During finals week, I was heading to a final
going down the Village, and the day before, my
rear wheel, the middle part was broken and the
rear wheel tore in two in front of Huffman Hall,
the wheel fell away and I fell forward. I landed
on my front and I scraped my upper lip and I got
a blood blister on my left hand and an open cut
on my right hand. I destroyed the right knee of
my jeans and I scraped my right knee real bad.
T: Did anyone see the accident? Was it mortifying?
S: Oh yeah, it was witnessed by a whole bunch of

T: The quintessential Turf question. What's
on Ben Schumin's mix tape?
S: Tom Lehrer's "I Hold Your Hand In Mine,"
"Hatten Ardin" by Azar Habib, "The One You
Love" by Valdy, and the theme song to "The
Price Is Right." And probably "Celestial
Sodapop" by Ray Lynch.
T: Do you listen to pop music?
S: People will IM me and say 'you should listen
to this song.' Have you ever heard the Britney
Spears clip [an audio outake of Spears cursing
backstage] from "Rockin* Rio?" I did indirectly
have something to do with it. Somebody doctored it and you hear a voice that says "Hello,
this is Ben Schumin at schuminweb.com. If
you're a college-aged girl, or boy, that's fine too,
you can e-mail me and visit my Web site at
www.schuminweb.com. You can also use AOL
Instant Messenger to IM me, my screen name is
Schuminweb." Someone sent me an angry IM
saying "How dare you doctor this file?" And I
said, "What are you talking about?" They said,
"Didn't you do the Britney Spears "Rockin' Rio"
mp3?" "Uh, no. Can you send me this file?" So
I listened to it and I was like "WHOA!"
Continued on page 15
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Story: Keisha Banks and Cristin Palumbo

It s big primpin' baby.
You know I - highlight, iron, wear 'n sleeveless
don't need an fin reason.
Take my picture good, lookin' like I should,
cause I'm a hair gel demon.
First time they fuss, I'm leavin'
Askin' 'have you been teasin'
I'ma PRIMP in every sense of the word, Mama,
better dressed than needed.

That's right kids, we're talking about all
those fellas you see around campus who
seem to take more time lovin' their reflection than they do lovin' anything else. They
shave, wax, Nair and pluck it all ... and
we're not talking about facial hair. You
would think that it was prom night watching these "primpers" getting all dolled up
for a night out in the 'Burg. The time that it
takes to get ready from shower to stud
seems to range from a half-hour to an hour
and a half, depending on how the night is
expected to end. One primper who we hap-

Illustration by: Brendan fagan

pened to bump into rolled up in a white
Benz and had this to say about prep time:
"If you respect yourself, you'll do about an
hour."
At the Highlawn Pavilion, we caught up
with a few of these heartbreakers workin'
what they believe to be the finest ass this
side of Newman Lake. When approached,
one of these prolific primpers let us in on
his showering secret. The question: "How
exactly, can any man spend more than 10
minutes in the shower, with or without
masturbating?" The response: He
explained, "There are four steps to taking a
shower: 1. shampoo, 2. wash face, 3. wash
"extraperifrials" (that's right, we asked
twice and he still said extraperifrials ...
taken to mean extremities?), and 4. all the
other 2000 parts, you know, like Lever."
(We never said that these were sober interviews.)
JMU happens to be prime breeding
ground for primpers. On any given day you
can cruise through campus and spot at least
10 guys in "male clogs" and a tight black (of

course) ribbed T-shirt that, regardless of
their physical condition, is a borderline
extremity tourniquet, the equivalent to
black booty pants.
We were given a bit of insight from one
of JMU's finest. He is known by the kats
around campus as "Hot Brian." He chose to
take the more philosophical route when
explaining the verbiage of the everyday
primper. "PRIMPING is extrinsic, while
PIMPING is intrinsic," he said. Even during
the week, he practices both ... trust us.
But don't lose hope ladies, chivalry is not
lost. Don't be discouraged if your man takes
longer to get dressed than you do. There are
still a few guys out there who believe that
women should be on the receiving end of
catcalls. Take for instance junior Daniel
Vanderkolk, who admitted, "I put deodorant on, does that count? That's as primp as
a guy should get."
If you are worried that you or someone
you know is in fact a primper, we have
designed a little quiz that can help you calibrate your level of "primpness."

You might be a primper if any or all of these apply to you:
1. None of the shirts in your closet have sleeves —.a.k.a.
the sleeveless wonder
2. You have a stylist, or, even better, you have a stylist on
speed dial
3. If your chest is a size 44 inch or larger and you wear
a size medium shirt
4. You spend any amount of time blow drying your hair
5. The belts in your closet barely fit into your belt loops
6. Fake V bake
■ 7. You know the difference between jeans and "dressy
jeans"
__

8. You have ever permed your hair or Naired your chest
9. If there is any combination of multiple ear/nipple/beNy
piercings on your body
10. You are often caught admiring yourself in anything
with a reflection
11. Two words: male manicure
12. Your teeth get bleached almost as much as the streaks
in your hair
13. If you're even had to question yourself and take a

quiz

CONTEST
provided year aest eHaarrassiag neHeats,
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"Boy, Interrupted"
It was a rendezvous much like any other involving
a parking deck, a Crown Victoria and two hormonally
charged teenagers. I had been infatuated with a guy
named J.R. whom I had met through a friend. One
crisp winter day we decided to meet each other at
Tyson's Corner and "hang out" at the mall. We met up
at the designated location and settled on going to see
a movie. We made our way to my car, and I drove to the
theater, opting to park in the deck located under the
movie theater. Before we exited the vehicle, we began
discussing our fondness for each other which, naturally, led to a little bit of pre-movie kissing. Soon enough
things had progressed to a little pre-movie backseat
action. Some 20 minutes after we started fooling
around is when I actually thought "Hey, this is a public place and our windows are so fogged, dude ...
hmmm, maybe this isn't a good idea." All of a sudden
there was a loud knock, knock, knock at the driver's
window. Panicked, I flew into the front seat and fastened my pants hoping somehow that maybe if I didn't
move a lot, the blurred knocker would not notice me.
Indeed that wasn't the case, so the next best plan of
action was to start the car and attempt a James Bondlike getaway. The windows were still really fogged, so
much so that I could barely notice the blurry figure
standing in front of my car attempting to block my
escape. I proceeded to roll down the window, at which
time the person started to make his way toward the
window. In true "Mission: Impossible" fashion, as soon
as the figure moved from in front of my car, I took off
hoping to speed out of the
deck to freedom. I

then realized that I still could not see out of the windshield, and not wanting to hit anything or anyone else,
I stopped long enough to defog the window enough to
see out of. I then made my way to the exit of the parking deck, but in the time it took me to unfog the window and get to the exit, the blurry figure had walked
to the exit, and waited for me like a lion hunting its
prey. I was then forced to roll down my window after
the security guard took down my car's license plate
number. He then told me to "scram" and so I held my
head low as I passed the guard station. I dropped J.R.
off at the mall (so he could wait for his mother to come
pick him up) and sped home as quickly as legally possible. I have yet to return to Tyson's Corner. Most
assuredly the worst hook-up incident I've had to date.
-Justin

"A Dark Surprise"
My good friend and roommate (we'll call him Simon)
asked that I accompany him to a party on Harrison
Street to which he had been invited. It was at this
party where Simon met the girl he will never forget.
This girl will remain nameless and faceless not
because we want to save her the truckloads of embarrassment this story will bring her, but because we
don't remember her name or face. As he entered this
party, Simon met this girl sitting next to some bushes.
He introduced himself, and after she finished vomiting, she introduced herself as well. They went inside,
and they danced and drank until the music stopped.
Eventually, we decided to head back to our apartment.
Around 6:30 a.m. I woke to an incessant banging on

my bedroom door. It was Simon demanding that I get
up and "check this shit out." Reluctantly, I got up and
opened the door. My senses immediately detected two
things, which in conjunction were very disturbing: 1) a
most foul odor that penetrated my nostrils, and 2) the
sight of Simon wiping brown streaks off of both his
legs and feet. I gagged. I looked out of my doorway and
up the hall into his open bedroom. Maintaining a comfortable fetal position on the floor in the middle of his
room was a soiled naked girl lying in her own filth. She
had shit smeared all over the lower half of her body. It
also appeared that she had taken the time to carefully
place several piles about the room. After taking in the
situation I went back to bed, and after Simon finished
washing up, he did the same. When we both woke up
some hours later, she had vanished like a fart in the
wind. -Bill

"Brass Knuckles"
Saturday night comes around and I decide to throw
down five shots of Bowman's Vodka and then take off
to the dorm of an anticipated, pre-planned hook-up.
We'd decided to hang out the week before and both
knew it was strictly for the ass. When I arrived, I
found her with her friends in their suite playing drinking games and hanging out. I drank a few more beers,
went into her room and the night began. Some clothes
were shed and we started making our way down each
other's pants.
This is when the night started going sour. If I recall
correctly, I went down her pants first. My mind started going over the scenario and I started to worry
about having sex with this girl — those worries were
quickly forgotten, however, when she returned the
favor. Unfortunately, as Sublime puts it, she was
possessed with the "Kung Fu Grip." The entire
time I was receiving this surprising twist, I was
crying on the inside trying to think of some
way to bring this to a quick end. Her death
grip from hell was moving faster than a
Ferrari and was tearing me apart — I needed out. My best plan in this drunken mode
was to try my hardest to climax. After a
couple minutes of intense concentration,
my mission was accomplished. I excused
myself for a second and went to call my
friends. I tried to get them to help me out
of the situation, but I was left hanging
when she grabbed the phone and
informed them that I wasn't making it
home tonight. Soon enough, she came
back for more and, as I quivered in pain,
I did something I never thought I'd do
— I pushed the hand away. A few minutes later, still in survivor mode, I
surprised myself again — I pushed
the mouth away. After all of the
abuse my soldier had suffered, he
couldn't handle any more of the
Kung Fu Grip, much less the teeth
from "Jaws." My walk of shame the
next day proved to be one of the
most unbearable experiences ever.
I had to keep my hands in my pockets and hold my pants out so that
nothing would touch my little guy.
Anything that simply touched him
would cause excruciating pain.
After the longest walk home ever, I
made my way to the restroom. Barely
able to hold him, I surveyed the dam-

age. Everything was red and there were a couple areas
where the skin was simply ripped up. The worst week
of rny life (for my penis) began as the scabbing started.
It all started from bad liquor and a bad hook up, and
ended with a week of my walking everywhere with my
hands in my pockets at all times to protect the little
guy. She has been referred to as "Scabs" ever since and
the situation will never be forgotten. Ever. Thankfully,
I did heal. -Joey

"Morning Services"
I ended up sleeping with this random guy, and as
soon as he came, he got off from on top of me and started to get dressed. When I asked him where he was
going, he said he had to go back home or he wouldn't
be able to get up in time for church in the morning ...
a little bit of a contradiction considering what we'd
just done. -Brenda

"Uh Oh, Spaghetti-Os
I was a 20-year-old undergraduate student in Ohio.
Somehow I hooked up with a local woman, 10 years my
elder. She came back to my apartment. My roommates
thought it was funny that I hooked up with an older
chick, but what wasn't funny was how she got sick all
over herself and my room. I guess

she had eaten spaghetti within the last few days
because my bed was full of noodles. At least I hope
they were noodles. She slept in my bed, rolling in her
own puke, while I slept on the couch. The next day, I
woke her up and told her to get out. She said, "Fine —
just let me use the bathroom first." She was in the
bathroom for about 10 minutes before she left my
apartment. I was glad to see her go. An hour later, I
went to take a shower. As soon as I entered the bathroom I was overwhelmed by the stink coming from the
toilet. Like a slap in the face, the smell pushed me
back out of the bathroom. My hookup had left me the
very special gift of a fresh load in my toilet. She didn't
flush or wipe or anything. The odor lingered for days.
-Clark

"Cuckoo for Cocoa"
So I was hooking up with this guy, and he was definitely almost 10 years older than me. It was the middle of the day, and at that point in my life I hadn't had
a sober hookup since eighth grade. So we were making
out, and things were getting a little involved. That's
when this guy, we'll call him "Bill," stood up and asked
me if I would mind if he got the cocoa butter. I was a
little hesitant, but ultimately agreed. He left the room
and came back with a bottle of cocoa butter. He then
proceeded to straddle me and masturbate
using his newly acquired lotion. As I
lay there, confused and a little
scared at the writhed faces
that he was making, I wondered if this was something all older guys did
when
they
were
refused sex. This
went on for about 10
minutes
without
exchanging words

or anything else. He finally broke the uncomfortable
silence with the smooth inquiry, "Do you want me to
cum all over your chest?" In my head I was thinking,
"Buddy you have seen one too many cheap pornos," but
all I could get out through the detained laughter was
"NO ... really, I'm good." So he left the room to finish,
I suppose, while I got dressed and got out as fast as I
possibly could. -Lucille

"Yellow Fever"
I was talking to this girl and hitting on her all night.
Things were going well so at the end of the night we
decided to head back to the dorm. As we got into the
hallway of my dorm, the girl said she had to go to the
bathroom and then ran to my door and into the restroom. I didn't think anything of it and I followed her
into my room where I got changed into something
more comfortable. I waited for what seemed like forever for her to be finished, and with that she peeked her
head out from behind the bathroom door. I wasn't sure
of what was going on. I offered her clothes to change
into and she agreed. She then changed and came into
bed with me where we "got it on" for a while. After different positions and techniques we both ended up
falling asleep. The next morning, after a fire alarm at
6 a.m., she woke up and left. My roomate asked me
why her clothes were in the bathroom. I didn't know
why. He had commented that when he got home, her
clothes were soaked and laying next to the toilet.
Later on that day, my suitemate came by and asked,
"What the heck was that girl doing in the bathroom
last night?" I still hadn't put two and two together.
Jokingly, my roomate had come to the conclusion that
she maybe had thrown up or had peed herself, neither
of which I believed. That night, he saw the girl at a
party and just as a joke, announced to everyone that
she had peed herself in the bathroom. Well, it turns
out it was no joke. She went away crying. Then she
calls me and tells me what a jerk I am and what a jerk
my roomate is for telling everyone about her little
accident! "Little accident?" I had no idea that she had
peed herself... and to make it even worse, I went down
on her that night. Ughhh. -Roger

The Winner:
The Mad Crapper"
I was in the bar, really drunk, and I saw this kid
doing the worm on the dirty floor. It attracted me.
So I decided that he was coming home with me. As
we were falling asleep, he asked where the bathroom was because he had to take a shit. I thought
that was disgusting enough! Then he said never
mind, he didn't have to go. We fell asleep and I
woke up to him farting at 11 in the morning. I was
freaking out. My sense of smell started kicking in
and I realized that this kid reeked! I got out of bed
and saw shit on my floor. I shook him to wake him
up but I had no luck. I ran into my roommates
room to tell them. My roommate grabbed her camera and started taking pictures. He had shit on the
floor, on the carpet, walked it in the bed, ruined my
pajama bottoms and peed in my closet. He woke up
an hour and a half later to me spraying him with
Lysol. I took a rubber glove and paper plates and
started cleaning everything up. He freaked out and
asked me for a ride home. He didn't even know
where he was because he was a freshman! I call
him the mad shitter now. -Carolyn

» ■!■ C."i
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The Center for Disease Control and
Prevention has estimated that at least
half of all new HIV infections in the United
States are among people under the age of
25.The majority of these young people were
infected sexually. Even though there is no

given a test number, which is used strictly
for organizational purposes. When he or
she comes in for the test results in two
weeks, the number is used to identify the
student. No results are given over the
phone as a confidentiality precaution,
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Health Department in Richmond. The
results are sent back to the University
Health Center when the test's analysis is
complete. Students schedule a meeting to
come back to the Health Center to discuss
the text results. It is important to realize
f AIDS I
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importantly, early detection will help indi- taken, students are given pre-test counsel- that is takes a little while for the virus to
viduals reduce the likelihood of transmis- ing. The counselors are health science and show up in one's system.
sion to others.
counseling graduate students who have
"A couple of weeks is the earliest [HIV]
would show. If it hasn't been quite that
18-25 heterosexuals are currently most at risk.
long, come back in three to six months. If it
hasn't showed up then, it's not there,"
There are several places where stuHollister said. If students prefer to go
dents can go to get tested for the AIDS
elsewhere to be tested, the
virus, such the Harrisonburg Health
Harrisonburg Health Center offers free
Department
or
Rockingham
anonymous testing Tuesday evenings.
Memorial Hospital. Perhaps the most
If the student finds that he or she has
convenient, however, is the University
tested positive for the virus they can be
Health Center.
referred to another clinic or doctor for
"Typically students walk-in, but
further treatment, at the students
appointments are preferred," said
request.
Andrea Hollister, a counseling graduIt is extremely important that stuate student who has work in the
dents participate in HIV detection and
Health Center for two years.
prevention, if not for themselves, for
One thing that often deters students
the well being of others. We must not
from taking a test is the idea that
forget that we are all susceptible to the
someone will find out. Do not let this
AIDS virus. Early detection can be the
bother you, the center offers free
first step in fighting the spread of the
anonymous testing. It is important to
disease. If you don't already get tested
realize that students are tested for a
periodically for the HIV, it is something
variety of reasons, not because they
you should seriously consider.
may be involved is risky sexual behavior. Some reasons are that they are
Report by: Kristin Wilson
victims of assault, their partner has
HIV/AIDS INFORMATION
been unfaithful, or simply their Health
Sciences professor gives extra credit for received HIV/AIDS training. During this American Association for World Health
talking a HIV test. "Our busiest time is at session the counselor will ask how the stu- www.aawhworldhealth.org
the beginnings and ends of semesters, dent believes he or she may have been American College Health Association
Many students just want peace of mind," infected and explains the ways in which the www.acha.org
Hollister said.
disease is transmitted.
Center for Disease Control and Prevention
When a student calls to make an
The blood test is then administered and
appointment the receptionist will ask for form is filled out which lists the patients National JIBS Clearinghouse (800) 458first name only, one can make up a pseudo- sexual status. It includes categories such as 5231
name if they wish. A name is only used so sexual orientation, race, age and IV drug vireinia State Health De
nenartment
(Rnrt
that the person giving the test can locate use. This information is used for statistical 53^48
Partment (800)
the patient in the lobby. They are then purposes only. The test, which takes
_^-,
approximately two weeks to
720 REPORTED HIV cases in Va. process, is then sent to the State

How HIV can be contracted:
If infected blood, semen or vaginal fluids enter your body, you may get
HIV. This can be through anal, oral or vaginal sex or IV drug use.
Condoms, dental dams and clean needles can help prevent transmission.
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g hns Rock is right. When you get an HIV test,
**you reflect upon "every scandalous piece of
sex you've ever had." I was recently tested for
HIV at the Health Center after a few too many
nights of wondering and worrying. When I
began to consider taking the test, I was home
over the break. I decided my New Year's resolution would be to get tested once I got back to
school. I called the Health Center and made an
appointment, and that's when the worst two
weeks of my life began. Somehow knowing that
I was going in to have my blood drawn made it
all too real, and I was utterly convinced that my
result would be positive.
I couldn't think about anything but that test. I
obsessively researched statistics about the virus
and transmission, and calculated my risk of
contraction. While the odds were in my favor, I
just couldn't reassure myself at all. My friends
were all telling me that I didn't have it and not
to be stupid, but they didn't seem to understand
how stupid I really had been. I knew better than
to have unsafe sex, but I did it anyway, not even
considering the possibility of getting AIDS. The
thoughts of telling my parents, of taking medicinal cocktails and being outlived by my cat
made me sick to my stomach.

The days weren't so bad. As long I was busy in
class or working or with friends, I could store
the fears in the back of my mind for a little
while. The nights were the worst times. I could
practically feel the virus running through my
veins, eating me alive. I became hysterical upon
lying down and turning off the light. My heart
would pound and I couldn't stop sobbing until I
called a friend and let him talk me through it. I
really didn't know how I would survive the days
until I got my result, let alone the days after I
got the result. I could practically reach out and
touch my own mortality, and I was terrified.
I finally came to grips with the situation when
I accepted the fact that I very well may have
been infected, and started to think logically and
seriously about what I would do if that were the
case. My one friend who would indulge me with
that possibility pointed out that there were so
many people living with the disease each day,
and that my life wasn't really over if I was positive, it would just become very different. He
helped me outline a plan in which I would tell
my parents and friends, finish school, seek
medical attention and get counseling to deal
with the shock.
The day I went to get my result was sunny and

warm, and everyone I saw seemed to be in a
great mood. I was furious that people were
enjoying their day, looking so carefree and
healthy and alive, when I was about to receive
the worst news of my life. I searched the counselors face as we walked back to the office, trying to read the result in her expression. We sat
down and she informed me very matter-of-factly that my test was non-reactive, that I was negative, that I was not going to die of AIDS. The
relief I felt was unreal. After I left the Health
Center that day, I vowed to never put myself in
that position again.
I realize how lucky I was, and this experience
has changed my perspective on my actions, my
body, and my life greatly. If you have any
doubts whatsoever about your status, I definitely recommend getting tested. This disease is a
part of our generation and with each person
who contracts it, we all lose something. Taking
the test and waiting for the result is a harrowing, awful experience, but not knowing is the
worst fate of all. We owe it to ourselves and to
one other to be aware and to prevent this disease from going any further.

I'm a hypochondriac. I'm also a gay man.
"These two attributes do not coincide well.
Why? Because of the HIV virus. Since my first
experience with another man, up until the time
I got tested, I was certain that I had been infected. AIDS plagues the homosexual community.
Some have estimated that as many as one in ten
gay men have the HIV virus. Could I be one of
those? Perhaps. I had only had intercourse with
one person in my entire life (my first official
boyfriend), and I made that person get tested
before we did have sex, so the probability of me
having HD7 was minimal. Like I said, I'm a
hypochondriac.
After my boyfriend and I broke up, I became
exceedingly anxious about the issue of HIV status. What if he had cheated on me and not told
me? What if the HD7 test that he got was inaccurate? Many horrifying thoughts became the

focus of every minute I lived. I finally decided to
get tested.
Getting blood drawn did not bother me as
much as I thought it would, and the woman
even gave me a lollipop after she finished. The
next two weeks were rough. I decided to read a
book that a friend recommended to me,
"Borrowed Time: An AIDS Memoir" by Paul
Monette about two gay lovers who had been
together for a long time before one of them was
diagnosed with AIDS in the early '80s. As one
might imagine, reading the account of their
final 19 months together while waiting for the
results to my first HIV test was a difficult experience. It did however, help me see the reality of
the situation. Even if I did have it, life must go
on.
I got my results back, and they were negative.
I was relieved, of course, but the elated feeling

wore off quickly. Although I was negative, so
many others have died. Why should I be one of
the nine out of 10 gay men without AIDS? It's
such a sad thing - the number of brilliant and
intelligent people the members of this society
will never have the ability to interact with. I
have been relatively safe in my sexual actions,
and I continue to be safe. The fear of dying from
AIDS however, of having to sit down with my
parents and explain to them that I will be dead
in eight to 10 years, is still present. In life you
have to take risks or you'll die wretched and
miserable, but the only thing that I can do is
make sure that the risks I take in regard to sex
are minimal and for the right reason: Love.

get tested.

- Deborah Armusewicz

- Anonymous
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Turf mag Guide to

JMU Evils and Other Darkness
Guide by: Cyprian Mendelius

Hunters Ridge Parties - What was once a Kegs in freshman dorms - There's nothing Runners-up: mass e-mails, the Madison
Friday night four-keg mecca has now more poetic than trying to cram 60 freshmen Review, movie night at the TV lounge
slowed down to a bingo night bonanza at the and a make-shift beer pong table into a suite in
local retirement home. "Hunters" used to be the Garber Hall. The struggle of securing the forbid- Noise Violations - Knock, knock. Yeah,
spot for all the ragers and the bangers, but this den treasure, the thrill of holding your very own
you know who's there. If they were friends
year, after numerous New World Order-style keg party without the RAs letting on, the tri- of yours, they wouldn't knock. It's the 5-0, partlockdown tactics by authorities in response to a umph of being crowned the most bad-ass kids in ner. Somebody's called the police on your little
certain outbreak of chaos in a neighborhood the residence hall... this is the stuff of legends. I shindig 'cause you were wildin' out too hard.
across the way, this party paradise has sim- always dreamed of smuggling a keg into the Sometimes you will be lucky, if you live in an
mered down to the excitement level of an under- McGraw-Long stronghold. My Wolfpack cronies apartment, and only have to deal with appeasfunded public library. Proud Hunters Ridge and I often discussed such a devious scheme. ing the security guards, or 2.5 as we like to call
alumni will return on Homecoming Weekend in However, the logistics were just not in our favor. them. Chances are if you try to break them off
horror as they learn that the most exciting party All you freshmen who have no idea what I'm with a Killian's they will back off. However, try
of the semester celebrated Ronald Reagan's talking about, well, I guess it's just that no one this with a real police officer and you've just
birthday.
knows how to party like the Class of 2001.
added another charge to your rap sheet Watch
out, because $300 and a day in court is no way
Runners-up: ham and cheese sandwiches at Runners-up: kissing rock, Kinesiology 100, to end a Saturday night.
Dukes, HIV test mix-ups, herringbone necklaces Keezell Hall, Krispy Kreme doughnuts
Runners-up: night classes, nosey roommates,
I SAT Funding - I enjoy meditating at the Library - No disrespect to Mr. Carrier, but NASCAR racing, NTC Communications
majestic ISAT tower as much as the next myshis library just isn't ryde or die. There's
tic, but the disproportionate amount of funding always a line waiting for the computer lab, and Open Mic Night - Not that there's anything
the department receives has left many liberal once you get in there, you can't print what
necessarily evil here, but I have a warning
arts majors with their panties in a bunch. The you're working on. You have to hold a bachelor's to all aspiring musicians: If you're looking for a
ISAT kids get futuristic facilities and their own of science degree just to be able to comprehend Phish-type following, this is NOT the way to get
dining hall, while SCOM and SMAD students how to use the stacks. And what's with that started. Unfortunately these venues don't usualhave spent a generation learning in a cutting- creepy sculpture of Madison's head? ly fill up with anyone but the employees on shift.
edge abandoned elementary school. Yes, yes, I Unfortunately for the grad students and the There
is a lot of talent here that deserves to be
know, these masters of Macintosh computers poli-sci majors, the resources are fairly limited. heard, too. Kudos to all those who brave the
shall one day soon too get their turn at a cool Many find themselves taking a Saturday to drive lonely microphone stand, specifically those of us
beige-colored building across the Interstate, but down to Charlottesville to use UVa.'s library, who sing hits from 'NSync, Nirvana and A-Ha.
how many people had to get hit crossing Main and there's something about that that's just not
Street before anyone did anything about it?
right.
Runners-up: optional textbooks, off-campus
internet connections, open-book exams (you
Runners-up: influenza strains that last four Runners-up: leather jackets, lab hours, llama know
they're gonna be hard as hell!)
months, ice luges, incense
farms, fake liberals
Judgmental Christians — Now read this care- Media Arts and Design - Who puts the
fully: There is nothing wrong with being relidesign in Media Arts and Design? Don't
gious, and there is nothing wrong with being cry, bitter ISAT students, now I'm going to spit
excited or zealous about it. However, forcing venom on your arch-rivals. I find myself to be a
your views on those with a different interpreta- SMAD major, and I also find that when no one
tion of God, demanding that they be "saved" and outside of JMU knows what that means. Also, I
condemning them to hell for having a different find that I don't really know what that means
opinion is self-righteous and hypocritical. We're either. In my four years I have seen more
tired of people claiming to know the Bible word- changes to the curriculum than classes that I've
for-word, claiming to know Jesus Christ person- taken. How is "pre-SMAD" a legitimate major
ally and claiming to try to live as Christ did. If anyway? We all know what a massacre registrathis were true, they would know that Christ tion has been for students in this department.
taught love and acceptance of all people, not No one believes me when I tell them I will gradjudgment and empty rhetoric.
uate on time. Maybe one day we will have an
academic building to call our own where the
Runners-up: janitorial staff kicking students out walls aren't oatmeal colored and bare.
of dorm showers, jungle juice, JAC card photos

Purple Signs on Campus - There was
absolutely nothing wrong with the understated brown signs on campus, but as JMU tries
to get closer to an amusement park atmosphere
(see: the ISAT ramp, mammoth landscaping
gimmicks), things that aren't broken are getting
fixed. It will still be clear to visitors what the
school colors are without slapping a cheesy
Barney-purple sign in front of every building. If
this trend doesn't stop, there will be an eyesore
on every corner. What's next? Themed buildings?
Runners-up: parking (obviously), per page
pnnting costs in ISAT computer labs, professors
who rap
Additional bitching by Alex Vessels
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Attack of the Independent Women: Part I
Scrutiny by: Nikki "Crunkmaster Flex" Sowers

Unless you're an amazingly devout WXJM listener or have been in exile in some subterranean hell for the past year, you have no doubt
been exposed to an obnoxiously indefatigable
trend (aren't they all?) in pop radio. I like to call
this onslaught of banality "Destiny's Child
Syndrome."
Ironically the origin of DCS, as I call it, stems
not from the aforementioned R&B divas, but from
TLC, another feisty group of sister soldiers. With
the release of "No Scrubs," TLC signaled the
beginning of what seemed to be another Year of
the Woman. In the 'song, the group lambasted
shiftless men who suffer from delusions of
grandeur. In other words, sorry motherf*#@! who
think they players or something.
At any rate, the women declared that they would
rather be alone than waste their time on a slackass guy. And, with one fell swoop, TLC established
themselves as pioneers of the "I Gets Mine" Era.
Meanwhile, the members of Destiny's Child
must have been taking note of the staggering success TLC was enjoying, for shortly thereafter, the
gals launched their own assault on the male
species. It was mid-1999 when I first heard the
lyrical masterpiece that is "Bills, Bills, Bills." It
was a blatant declaration of codependency and
bitchiness. Kudos for the latter, but I gave the song
a hearty boo for its unbelievably skewed views on
dating. Okay, let's see, I won't go out with you if
you can't pay my Adelphia bill. Where's the logic, folks?

Despite the screwy sentiment, the music of
Destiny's Child is heroin for the ears. I knew that
their songs were promoting heinous, money-grubbing principles, but damned if they didn't make
me wanna shake that ass! So, out I went and purchased "The Writing's On the Wall," feeling content, but at the same time, slightly nervous that a
roving band of feminists might bludgeon me in the
mall parking lot.
Months pass and I am finally introduced to
"Independent Women: Part I." I loved it immediately and unabashedly. Apparently, so did others.
"Independent Women" was a drastic departure
from the days of "Bills Bills Bills." Destiny's Child
emerged as an enigma wrapped in a hair weave.
Out with submissive cattiness and in with the
independent woman. While DC still pales in comparison to the original independent sasspot, Mary
Tyler Moore, the girls showed that they could pay
their own bills and still have some dough left for
the blingity-bling.
The house they live in? Yep, they bought it. The
rock they're rockin'? That's right, they bought
that, too. It was a great single and a great day for
pop music. And of course, like any good (that's
just industry talk for filthy stinkin' rich) record
producer will tell you, if something works, do it
over and over again until it is completely bastardized. Viva commercialization!
And that's exactly what happened. Coinciding
with the Destiny's Child explosion was Pink's fee-

ble creep to stardom. She was straight outta the
hit factory. Tough but foxy siren with magenta
coiffure makes her own way without the help of
boyfriends. Sound familiar? Pink's signature
anthem, "Most Girls" is one of the more irritating
offenses on my list. With her lunchmeat-thin
vocals, Pink arrogantly praised her pseudo-independent lifestyle. Shorty got a car, shorty got a job,
shorty can pay her own rent? Well, so do I, bitch!
Where's MY record deal?!
Unfortunately there is still more fuel for the fire
being produced. The most recent offenders
include Mya and the perennially annoying media
juggernaut we've come to know as Jennifer Lopez.
J-Lo is particularly vexing because not only does
she unnecessarily remind us that if she wants to
"floss" she's got her own, but goes on to say, "What
I need from you is not available in stores." Am I
supposed to buy this crap coming from one of the
world's most notorious label whores? So, her love
for Puff would be equally as strong if she had met
him sitting out on a stoop in the Bronx eating a
tomato sandwich and sporting a pair of Zips?
Don't front Lopez, we know the score.
Heed my advice, R&B wenches. This better be
the last time I have to address this issue. There
will be no more mention of "icing", paying bills, or
shopping in general. I suppose we are all still
material girls living in a material world, but if
Madge can put those days behind her, so can we.
Please, stop beating a dead "Bugaboo."

Continued from page 8
T: Were you upset about it?
S: I was more shocked than anything.
T: What was your reaction to being named
"Geek of the Month" in the June 2000 issue of
Front magazine (a British, Maxim-esque publication) Did you have any
reaction to that?
S: My reaction initially
was "You're kidding." I
had been told in an e-mail
that I was featured in
Front so I eventually
acquired the magazine.
And they ran my picture
so it was copyright
infringement. So I could
sue them. I talked to my
business law professor but
he said that my lawyer fees
would exceed the damages, so I decided not to go
to court. I decided that I
would just enjoy it.

T: Were you offended?
S: I was more surprised than anything.
It's pretty hard to offend me.
T: What does a girl at JMU need to do to
get inside your pants?
S: No girl at JMU will get inside my
pants! No one at JMU will! No girl will
get inside my pants because I
am a firm believer of abstinence until marriage.
T: Does Ben Schumin currently have a
love interest?
S: I have not been actively seeking.
My mother thinks I'll get married
when I'm 30 or something because
she thinks I'm a late bloomer.
T: Have you ever thought about growing a mullet?
S: What is a mullet?
T: It's a hairstyle that is short on the
top and sides and longer in the back.
All the employees at Wal-Mart have

t

*1

them.
S: My sister used to
have
something
like that! Her hair
is so thick and she
had it like that.

T: That's called a
femullet. Have you
ever heard of mul^5
letsgalore.com?
S: I haven't. I was
never sure what a
mullet was. I didn't know my sister had one of
those.
*5

T: There's a rumor that you caused the Forest
Hills riot. Is that true?
S: No. I was not there and I had not heard about
it until it was in The Breeze. My mother asked if
I had heard anything about it and I was like
"What are you talking about?" She was like,
"This is the good thing about having a son who's
a dud. You know he'll never get arrested."
For much more information on Ben Schumin,
visit his Web site at www.schuminweb.com.
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ores Harrisonburg's most popular night spots.
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Photo by: Alex Vessels

You're 21, you're a senior and you just don't
care anymore. Screw the early class, you want
to go out. We all know there are many options
available to us in this raging metropolis. The
only thing left to decide is which nightspot is
right for you? These reviews cut through the
velvet rope and show you where to go.

the legs of the hottest (or nearest willing) girl at
the bar. That drink has been dubbed "The
Cunnilingus," and is a favorite to friends of "virgins" because not only can you see your friend
be embarrassed in front of the whole bar but
you'll most likely be witnessing the closest he'll
come to getting laid before he passes out!

bw-3

Scene: Fancies itself a sports bar, but the folk
musicians and trivia games attract a more
diverse crowd. You'll find everyone from jocks
to hippies at this JMU favorite.

Tuesday night and 25-cent wings aren't the
only reason to head to Buffalo Wild Wings for a
night on the town, though they do help. Try visiting them on a weeknight and the crowd is laid
back in attire, usually just whatever you wore to
class for the day, and more hardcore drinkers
than partyers. On Thursday nights you're most
likely to see a live singer, but keep in mind that
B-Dubs is a sports bar and if there is a big game
on, the singer will be postponed until after
triple overtime. If you have a split group where
some kids are underage, bw-3 is a good spot to
check out. You can sit on the restaurant side
and drink while you tease your under-21
friends, or ditch them and hang on the bar side.
For this reason bw-3 is a popular place to bring
a friend who is celebrating their 21st birthday.
Actually, the best reason to bring your drinking
"virgins" to bw-3 for their first legal round is a
little red drink served in an ashtray with lots of
whipped cream. If the "virgin" is lucky, between

Hot nights: Tuesdays and Thursdays attract
many students, weekends can get a bit townie.
True stories from this establishment: Not
much drama here ... once at bw-3, Alex's
"Ready to Die" CD was stolen from the folds of
his sweater.
- Keisha Banks

The Biltmore
I had heard a lot of talk about Thursdays at
the Biltmore, and the illusion of cheap pitchers
of beer and dancing were enough to entice me
into the shower and out the door. However, I
hadn't expected a line. When I arrived around
11 p.m. there was already a startlingly long line
formed. The capacity had already been reached,

which would become incredibly obvious when I
finally gained admission to this overcrowded,
overpriced and overrated restaurant/bar.
I happened upon my friend Stacey in line and
bitched about having to wait to get into a
Harrisonburg bar. One girl came out and one of
us was allowed to enter. Stacey and her friends
urged me to go in and I proceeded in through
the doorway and presented my proof of age.
"Did you say he could go ahead?" one meatheaded bouncer barked in my ear. After my
friends' assurances, Sloth glanced at my identification before burping some nasty Chinese
food and bragging. Managing to step over the
meathead's power trip, my estimated time of
arrival was 11:30.
I worked my way through the crowd and
attacked the bar from its lower right flank. I ran
into some beautiful sorority sisters and a half
hour later I managed to get a bartender to sell
me my first beer. It had only been an hour since
I first pulled in the parking lot. Perhaps others
more trained in the fine art of getting a bartender's attention would be capable of getting a
beer quicker but I have had a lot of practice at a
lot of different bars, and these bartenders were
slow.
I guess my biggest mistake was going to buy
a beer before I looked around for my friends,
but when I finally made it out to the dance
Continued on page 17
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Continued from page 76
floor, I realized not only were my friends not
dancing, but no one was. I still don't understand exactly what happened to those friends
that made me pinky swear to go to the Biltmore,
but at 12:30 I decided to try and salvage my
night by searching for more Thursday night
craziness.
In summary, cheap pitchers are only attainable if there are pitchers in which to pour the
beer, and a quantity of people rarely brings
quality. I would stick with Highlawn on
Thursday and Biltmore on Tuesday. The
Biltmore Grill has all you can eat boneless buffalo tenders, "thumbs and toes," on Tuesday
nights. Writing this article, I surprised myself
with my amount of griping. But I swear I
could've complained even more if I had
reviewed apartment parties; I'm from New
Jersey, I was born to bitch.
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ative reaction. "Highlawn sucks," he said.
"Every time I go I can't move because my feet
stick to the floor from all the beer that is spilled,
like at a frat party."
The fact that a significant majority of
Highlawn regulars are fraternity and sorority
members contributes to the atmosphere of the
place, helping to make tube tops, black pants
and khakis the apparel of choice. Another common complaint is the closing procedures.
Instead of announcing last call calmly and
allowing customers to leave at a leisurely pace,
all lights are turned on immediately at 1:45 am
and people are herded out like cattle as quickly
as possible. Their drinks often taken away
before they are given a chance to finish.
Senior Rob Fox gives the place thumbs up on
at least one thing. "At least there are a lot of
good-looking girls."
But whether you think it's overrated or worth
the wait like the many people who wait outside
its doors on certain nights, Highlawn's popularScene: Throngs of Greeks and other Zane ity appears to be growing among the JMU
Showker students crowding into a pretentious crowd.
and overrated atmosphere.
Scene: More diverse than Biltmore but not as
Hot nights: Tuesdays if you want to eat, much as bw-3, Highlawn attracts a good mix of
Thursdays if you want to be a scenester and fairly attractive students. While it isn't exactly
don't mind the waits, the crowds and the lack of "New York style," it's still a fun place to drink
music.
and dance.

studlier gents should watch out. But even so, I
and the two girls I was with felt very comfortable.
All in all, 13 queens got on stage separately,
swung their hips to such ballads as "Stand
Back" by Stevie Nicks, "Sweet Dreams" by the
Eurythmics, and Lara Fabian's "I Will Love
Again." While a queen was on stage, people
would put money in the air, and she would grab
it from them. The proceeds went to the Valley
AIDS Network charity, and more than $1500
was raised. The next show is in early May, and
will be put on by Ms. Gay Shenandoah Valley.

True stories: The bouncers are ornery (unlike
the lovelies at bw-3), and we once witnessed a
young man pull down his pants and scandalize
those of us dumb enough to be waiting in line.

Scene: Upscale restaurant meets low-key jazz
club ... Calhoun's is a laid-back place to get a
good meal or drink and avoid a trendy JMU
crowd.

- Dan Fatton

Hot nights: Thursdays. Avoid weekends at all
costs, unless it is a Greek event.
True stories: Our homosexual friend was
approached by a nubile young woman interested in adding him to her menage-a-trois.
-Kelly Manion

Highlawn Pavilion
A relatively new addition to the JMU bar
scene, Highlawn Pavilion has come into its own
since it replaced the Blue Foxx Cafe last year.
The bar is at its most popular among JMU
students on Thursday nights, which features
Ladies Night, with Tuesdays coming in a close
second. Between 9 and 11 p.m. the line is usually very long so people are advised to come really early or really late, which, like the line, can be
inconvenient. The bar, which is a full-service
restaurant during the day, requires two forms
of ID for admittance during its evening hours. A
sign beside the entrance advises "Proper
Attire," the definition of which is uncertain if
you've ever visited the place on a Saturday night
(something not advised for the average JMU
student). That is unless you're in the mood to
hang out with a bunch of 40-year-old townies
dressed in flannel shirts, jogging pants and
sprouting mullets.
Because it is arranged in a way that seems
rather inefficent, with the main bar protruding
out into the center of the mingling space, navigation can prove difficult at times.
Senior Adam Thompson had a similarly neg-

Bricks
Are the keg lines not as fun as they used to
be? Is beer pong no longer the Olympic-style
enjoyment that it once was? Do you just need a
break from the monotonous JMU-style partying? Then come on down to the next drag show
at Bricks, Harrisonburg's only gay club.
This past show on Jan. 27 was a sight to
behold. Nothing tops a weekend like having a
very well-disguised man get up on stage and
belt out "That don't impress me much" for
money. The bar was jumping and the place was
fairly crowded, with more than 100 people
showing up. The show started off with the
emcee, Ms. Gay Harrisonburg, getting the
crowd going. She got on stage and yelled,
"Gimme some attitude!" Immediately someone
replied, "Come on bitch!" and everyone started
laughing. It was just that kind of night.
As a straight man, I was a little nervous about
going to a gay club, but it was very laid back and
fun, and I didn't get hit on. Of course that may
simply mean that I am unattractive, and

Scene: Harrisonburg's attempt at a gay club,
Bricks features Top 40 techno remixes and an
LGBT-friendly atmosphere.
Hot nights: Drag show nights, men/women
only nights.
True stories: Deb was ejected from Bricks one
night when showing up to meet friends there.
According to the owner, women were not
allowed in on that particular evening. Nice way
to treat the biggest hag at JMU!
- Paul Rowe

Calhoun's

Hot Nights: Things don't really get hot at
Calhoun's, unless you're looking to run into a
drunk professor.
True Stories: A bartender at Calhoun's told us
a joke once. He asked how much skin it takes to
cover a woman's pussy, and as we stared back in
bewildered shock, he stuck his tongue out to
show us the punchline.

Finnigan's
Scene: Located downtown, it is in walking distance of all the Old South High and other alternative houses, so it attracts a hippie/indie-rock
crowd.
Hot Nights: You can trust Finnigan's to keep
the liquor flowing 'til late every night of the
week.
True Stories: While celebrating his 21st
birthday, a friend of ours attempted to do a
blow job, which promptly fell out of his mouth
and shattered all over the table. No one in the
bar was fazed.
- Deborah Armusewicz
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Would You Rather.,
1. Have sex with John Candy's
corpse or drink a glass of
sweat squeezed from Richard
Simmon's shorty shorts?
2. Drink piping hot port-a-potty
juice or make out with your mom?
3. Eat the hair out of your shower

drain or lick your toilet rim?
4. Marry one, sleep with one and
throw One of a cliff:
Danny, Uncle Jesse and Joey from
"Full House."
Marcia, Jan and Cindy of "The
Brady Bunch."

Lifetime
%J

Television

HOROSCOPE

r»

Mfe

1TA

Compiled by: Nikki "Crunkmaster Flex" Sowers
Karyn O'Leary, senior, psychology
1. Drink the sweat. John Candy was bad enough
alive.
2. My mom and I are tight but, no.
3. Lick the toilet seat, I'm clean.
4. Marry Jesse, Danny on my chin and throw Joey
off a cliff.

Jen Anderson, senior, SMAD
1. Drink the sweat. Mmm ... Richard Simmons
2. Mmm ... port-a-potty juice.
3. Mmm ... my butt is good.
4. Mmm ... "Full House."

Aries (March 21-April 20):
"You will find as years go by and you get older and wiser, traversing life's little
ups and downs, that underwear probably really doesn't make all that good of a

hat."
- Julia Sugarbaker, "Designing Women"
Taurus (April 21 - May 20):
"Horizontal stripes make you look like Roger Ebert."
- Dorothy Zbornak, "Golden Girls"
Gemini (May 21 - June 21):
"Men are like Dove bars, one is great, two make you throw up."
- Murphy Brown, "Murphy Brown"
Cancer (June 21 - July 22):
"Remember the good old days. They were good.They were old. They were

days."
- Carlen Dobber, "Designing Women"

Ryan Alexander, senior, international
business
»
1. I'll go with the shorts, ajl'm a guy and bjhe's
dead.
2. Port-a-potty juice, my mom's getting married
next month, so that's out of the question.
3. Eat the hair because I cleaned my shower yesterday.
4. Sleep with and marry Marcia, throw Jan off the
cliff, because Cindy's so young and innocent.
Scott Golay, sophomore, health science
1. Richard Simmons sweat. Sex with dead guys is
nasty.
2. I'm gonna go with my mom, I can't drink crap.
3. Lick the toilet rim after it's been cleaned.
4. Throw Jan off the cliff, sleep with the hot one,
Marcia, and wait till Cindy gets old enough to
marry.
Justin Ruotolo, senior, history
1. Drink the sweat only if it's not from concentrate.
2. Kiss my mom, but absolutely no tonguel
3. Lick the toilet because my bathroom's fairly
clean.
4. Sleep with Marcia and Jan at the same time,
then throw Cindy off the cliff.

Compiled by: Allie Henry

Leo (July 23 - August 22):
"Remember, if you make the wrong decision, you'll burn in hell forever. Sweet
dreams, pussycat."
- Sophia Petrillo, "Golden Girls"
Virgo (August 23 - September 22):
"You've gotten so full of yourself, we're gonna have to rent a flatbed truck to get
you home."
- Julia Sugarbaker, "Designing Women"
Libra (September 23 - October 23):
"If you've got a stallion eating oats out of your hand, best close the gate before
you give him the sugar."
- Blanche Deveraux, "Golden Girls"
Scorpio (October 24 - November 21):
"I'm saying I want you to take your big knockers and hit the rood."
- Suzanne Sugarbaker, "Designing Women"
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): "You're not a terrible person. You're
just horny all the time."
- Rose Nylund, "Golden Girls"
Capricorn ( December 22 -January 20):
'The lint tray looks full. I would clean it myself, but then how would you learn?"
- Eldin Bernecky, "Murphy Brown"
Aquarius (January 21 - February 18):
"I know you don't get many dates, but stick with what you know."
-Sophia Petrillo, "Golden Girls"
Pisces (February 19 -March 20): "If God had intended you to do good works,
you probably wouldn't have been born so shallow."
-Charlene Frazier, "Designing Women"
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Sorority Girl at 3 a.m
Collage by:
Seth Casana

Dear Ask a Sorority Girl At 3 a.m.,
My boyfriend is pressuring me for sex, but I don't think I'm ready
yet. What should I do? -Torn

Give me my freakin' boa! The bus to Melrose will be here any
minute!

Dear Torn,
Whoooo! I love my big! Where's my tube top? I know that fat
whore took it, I'm going to kill her! Yeah, little sisters! I love you! We
are getting WASTED tonight! This is real Kate Spade, you know!

Dear Ask a Sorority Girl At 3 a.m.,
It seems like I just can't dress myself to save my life! I tried to go
for the "Salvation Army look" but I don't think the Harrisonburg store
has much selection. I can only wear so many pairs of tapered acidwash jeans. Please help! - Fashion Victim

Dear Ask a Sorority Girl At 3 a.m.,
I'm having roommate problems. My roommate is rude, inconsiderate and loud. How can I resolve our problems? -Fed Up
Dear Fed Up,
Who stole my boa? Answer my cell phone, bitch! It better be
Mike! I'm not like other cheap whores he screwed in this sorority!

Book Review
Sorority Sisters: Rush Week
Stephanie Prince
Harper Paperbacks, 1997 $4.50
Entertainment Rating: 10
Overall Rating: 4
I cannot believe a book like this exists.
Sorority Sisters: Rush Week is the first in a
series of books that follow the lives of four
girls as they navigate the rough water that
is sorority sisterhood. This series of books
is similar to the Sweet Valley High books,
and marketed to the same 10- to 13-yearold audience. Aside from being slightly
racist, this book portrays the girls rushing
as only seeking a place to fit in and meet
hot guys. "College can be hard enough,
without having to be popular under pressure. But once you get accepted, being a
sorority sister is the best way to meet the

Dear Fashion Victim,
Don't call a f@*king ambulance, you sluts! I was like this three
times at Senor Frogs in Cancun last spring break and nothing happened! You think I would let a Mexican doctor slice me open? Kiss
my ass! I do not have alcohol poisoning! Someone get my big!

cutest guys." I can't even begin to tear into the depths of triteness
Prince achieves in this book, so I will let it speak for itself. The following are just a few of ray favorite quotes.
"What you have to remember is that by itself a sorority means zip.
What matters is which sorority you're in. To be in, like, some house
filled with losers is even worse than not pledging." (page 46)
Looking around only brought home to Molly how lonely she would
be if she didn't get in a sorority, (page 84)
"You've just had a bad day," said Molly [to her boyfriend]. "Things
will get better once you join a fraternity." (page 85)
"/ want to get to know people that really count around here - football
players, basketball players. Not a bunch of freshmen." (page 100)
"You just don't have a clue, do you? You can't seem to grasp that it's
important not to be seen hanging out with, like, marginal types and
losers." (page 138)
"How old do I look anyway?" she asked. Tbby shrugged. "I don't
know. Hard to tell with white folks." (page 185)
And these are the values being taught to 10-year-old girls...
- Lacy Crews
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